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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to United States Provisional Patent Application No. 61/870,933, filed on 28
August 2013, United States Provisional Patent Application No. 61/895,959, filed on 25 October 2013 and United States
Provisional Patent Application No. 61/908,664, filed on 25 November 2013.

TECHNOLOGY

[0002] This disclosure pertains to audio signal processing, and more particularly to enhancement of the speech content
of an audio program relative to other content of the program, in which the speech enhancement is "hybrid" in the sense
that it includes waveform-coded enhancement (or relatively more waveform-coded enhancement) under some signal
conditions and parametric-coded enhancement (or relatively more parametric-coded enhancement) under other signal
conditions. Other aspects are encoding, decoding, and rendering of audio programs which include data sufficient to
enable such hybrid speech enhancement.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In movies and on television, dialog and narrative are often presented together with other, non-speech audio,
such as music, effects, or ambiance from sporting events. In many cases the speech and non-speech sounds are
captured separately and mixed together under the control of a sound engineer. The sound engineer selects the level of
the speech in relation to the level of the non-speech in a way that is appropriate for the majority of listeners. However,
some listeners, e.g., those with a hearing impairment, experience difficulties understanding the speech content of audio
programs (having engineer-determined speech-to-non-speech mixing ratios) and would prefer if the speech were mixed
at a higher relative level.
[0004] There exists a problem to be solved in allowing these listeners to increase the audibility of audio program
speech content relative to that of non-speech audio content.
[0005] One current approach is to provide listeners with two high-quality audio streams. One stream carries primary
content audio (mainly speech) and the other carries secondary content audio (the remaining audio program, which
excludes speech) and the user is given control over the mixing process. Unfortunately, this scheme is impractical because
it does not build on the current practice of transmitting a fully mixed audio program. In addition, it requires approximately
twice the bandwidth of current broadcast practice because two independent audio streams, each of broadcast quality,
must be delivered to the user.
[0006] Another speech enhancement method (to be referred to herein as "waveform-coded" enhancement) is described
in US Patent Application Publication No. 2010/0106507 A1, published on April 29, 2010, assigned to Dolby Laboratories,
Inc. and naming Hannes Muesch as inventor. In waveform-coded enhancement, the speech to background (non-speech)
ratio of an original audio mix of speech and non-speech content (sometimes referred to as a main mix) is increased by
adding to the main mix a reduced quality version (low quality copy) of the clean speech signal which has been sent to
the receiver alongside the main mix. To reduce bandwidth overhead, the low quality copy is typically coded at a very
low bit rate. Because of the low bitrate coding, coding artifacts are associated with the low quality copy, and the coding
artifacts are clearly audible when the low quality copy is rendered and auditioned in isolation. Thus, the low quality copy
has objectionable quality when auditioned in isolation. Waveform-coded enhancement attempts to hide these coding
artifacts by adding the low quality copy to the main mix only during times when the level of the non-speech components
is high so that the coding artifacts are masked by the non-speech components. As will be detailed later, limitations of
this approach include the following: the amount of speech enhancement typically cannot be constant over time, and
audio artifacts may become audible when the background (non-speech) components of the main mix are weak or their
frequency-amplitude spectrum differs drastically from that of the coding noise.
[0007] In accordance with waveform-coded enhancement, an audio program (for delivery to a decoder for decoding
and subsequent rendering) is encoded as a bitstream which includes the low quality speech copy (or an encoded version
thereof) as a sidestream of the main mix. The bitstream may include metadata indicative of a scaling parameter which
determines the amount of waveform-coded speech enhancement to be performed (i.e., the scaling parameter determines
a scaling factor to be applied to the low quality speech copy before the scaled, low quality speech copy is combined
with the main mix, or a maximum value of such a scaling factor which will ensure masking of coding artifacts). When
the current value of the scaling factor is zero, the decoder does not perform speech enhancement on the corresponding
segment of the main mix. The current value of the scaling parameter (or the current maximum value that it may attain)
is typically determined in the encoder (since it is typically generated by a computationally intensive psychoacoustic
model), but it could be generated in the decoder. In the latter case, no metadata indicative of the scaling parameter
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would need to be sent from the encoder to the decoder, and the decoder instead could determine from the main mix a
ratio of power of the mix’s speech content to power of the mix and implement a model to determine the current value of
the scaling parameter in response to the current value of the power ratio.
[0008] Another method (to be referred to herein as "parametric-coded" enhancement) for enhancing the intelligibility
of speech in the presence of competing audio (background) is to segment the original audio program (typically a sound-
track) into time/frequency tiles and boost the tiles according to the ratio of the power (or level) of their speech and
background content, to achieve a boost of the speech component relative to the background. The underlying idea of
this approach is akin to that of guided spectral-subtraction noise suppression. In an extreme example of this approach,
in which all tiles with SNR (i.e., ratio of power, or level, of the speech component to that of the competing sound content)
below a predetermined threshold are completely suppressed, has been shown to provide robust speech intelligibility
enhancements. In the application of this method to broadcasting, the speech to background ratio (SNR) may be inferred
by comparing the original audio mix (of speech and non-speech content) to the speech component of the mix. The
inferred SNR may then be transformed into a suitable set of enhancement parameters which are transmitted alongside
the original audio mix. At the receiver, these parameters may (optionally) be applied to the original audio mix to derive
a signal indicative of enhanced speech. As will be detailed later, parametric-coded enhancement functions best when
the speech signal (the speech component of the mix) dominates the background signal (the non-speech component of
the mix).
[0009] Waveform-coded enhancement requires that a low quality copy of the speech component of a delivered audio
program is available at the receiver. To limit the data overhead incurred in transmitting that copy alongside the main
audio mix, this copy is coded at a very low bitrate and exhibits coding distortions. These coding distortions are likely to
be masked by the original audio when the level of the non-speech components is high. When the coding distortions are
masked the resulting quality of the enhanced audio is very good.
[0010] Parametric-coded enhancement is based on the parsing of the main audio mix signal into time/frequency tiles
and the application of suitable gains/attenuations to each of these tiles, akin to parameter-based dialog normalization,
as disclosed in Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), "ATSC Standard: Digital Audio Compression (AC-3,
E-AC-3)", 17 December 2012, XP055295947. The data rate needed to relay these gains to the receiver is low when
compared to that of waveform-coded enhancement. However, due to limited temporal-spectral resolution of the param-
eters, speech, when mixed with non-speech audio, cannot be manipulated without also affecting the non-speech audio.
Parametric-coded enhancement of the speech content of an audio mix thus introduces modulation in the non-speech
content of the mix, and this modulation ("background modulation") may become objectionable upon playback of the
speech-enhanced mix. Background modulations are most likely to be objectionable when the speech to background
ratio is very low.
[0011] The approaches described in this section are approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches
that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that
any of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section.
Similarly, issues identified with respect to one or more approaches should not assume to have been recognized in any
prior art on the basis of this section, unless otherwise indicated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012] The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of the
accompanying drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system configured to generate prediction parameters for reconstructing the speech
content of a single-channel mixed content signal (having speech and non-speech content).
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system configured to generate prediction parameters for reconstructing the speech
content of a multi-channel mixed content signal (having speech and non-speech content).
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a system including an encoder configured to perform an example of the disclosed
encoding method to generate an encoded audio bitstream indicative of an audio program, and a decoder configured
to decode and perform speech enhancement (in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosed method) on the
encoded audio bitstream.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a system configured to render a multi-channel mixed content audio signal, including by
performing conventional speech enhancement thereon.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a system configured to render a multi-channel mixed content audio signal, including by
performing conventional parametric-coded speech enhancement thereon.
FIG. 6 and FIG. 6A are block diagrams of systems configured to render a multi-channel mixed content audio signal,
including by performing an embodiment of the disclosed speech enhancement method thereon.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a system for performing an example of the disclosed encoding method using an auditory
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masking model;
FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B illustrate example process flows; and
FIG. 9 illustrates an example hardware platform on which a computer or a computing device as described herein
may be implemented.

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0013] Example embodiments, which relate to hybrid waveform-coded and parametric-coded speech enhancement,
are described herein. In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth
in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, that the present
invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are not
described in exhaustive detail, in order to avoid unnecessarily occluding, obscuring, or obfuscating the present invention.
[0014] Example embodiments are described herein according to the following outline:

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW
2. NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE
3. GENERATION OF PREDICTION PARAMETERS
4. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT OPERATIONS
5. SPEECH RENDERING
6. MID/SIDE REPRESENTATION
7. EXAMPLE PROCESS FLOWS
8. IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - HARDWARE OVERVIEW
9. EQUIVALENTS, EXTENSIONS, ALTERNATIVES AND MISCELLANEOUS

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW

[0015] The invention is defined by the attached independent claims. Example embodiments are given by the dependent
claims. This overview presents a basic description of some aspects of an embodiment of the present invention. It should
be noted that this overview is not an extensive or exhaustive summary of aspects of the embodiment. Moreover, it should
be noted that this overview is not intended to be understood as identifying any particularly significant aspects or elements
of the embodiment, nor as delineating any scope of the embodiment in particular, nor the invention in general. This
overview merely presents some concepts that relate to the example embodiment in a condensed and simplified format,
and should be understood as merely a conceptual prelude to a more detailed description of example embodiments that
follows below. Note that, although separate embodiments are discussed herein, any combination of embodiments and/or
partial embodiments discussed herein may be combined to form further embodiments.
[0016] The individual strengths and weaknesses of parametric-coded enhancement and waveform-coded enhance-
ment can offset each other, and conventional speech enhancement can in some embodiments be substantially improved
by a hybrid enhancement method which employs parametric-coded enhancement (or a blend of parametric-coded and
waveform-coded enhancement) under some signal conditions and waveform-coded enhancement (or a different blend
of parametric-coded and waveform-coded enhancement) under other signal conditions. Typical embodiments of the
hybrid enhancement method provide more consistent and better quality speech enhancement than can be achieved by
either parametric-coded or waveform-coded enhancement alone.
[0017] In a class of embodiments, the method includes the steps of: (a) receiving a bitstream indicative of an audio
program including speech having an unenhanced waveform and other audio content, wherein the bitstream includes:
audio data indicative of the speech and the other audio content, waveform data indicative of a reduced quality version
of the speech (where the audio data has been generated by mixing speech data with non-speech data, the waveform
data typically comprises fewer bits than does the speech data), wherein the reduced quality version has a second
waveform similar (e.g., at least substantially similar) to the unenhanced waveform, and the reduced quality version would
have objectionable quality if auditioned in isolation, and parametric data, wherein the parametric data with the audio
data determines parametrically constructed speech, and the parametrically constructed speech is a parametrically re-
constructed version of the speech which at least substantially matches (e.g., is a good approximation of) the speech;
and (b) performing speech enhancement on the bitstream in response to a blend indicator, thereby generating data
indicative of a speech-enhanced audio program, including by combining the audio data with a combination of low quality
speech data determined from the waveform data, and reconstructed speech data, wherein the combination is determined
by the blend indicator (e.g., the combination has a sequence of states determined by a sequence of current values of
the blend indicator), the reconstructed speech data is generated in response to at least some of the parametric data
and at least some of the audio data, and the speech-enhanced audio program has less audible speech enhancement
artifacts (e.g., speech enhancement artifacts which are better masked and thus less audible when the speech-enhanced
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audio program is rendered and auditioned) than would either a purely waveform-coded speech-enhanced audio program
determined by combining only the low quality speech data (which is indicative of the reduced quality version of the
speech) with the audio data or a purely parametric-coded speech-enhanced audio program determined from the para-
metric data and the audio data.
[0018] Herein, "speech enhancement artifact" (or "speech enhancement coding artifact") denotes a distortion (typically
a measurable distortion) of an audio signal (indicative of a speech signal and a non-speech audio signal) caused by a
representation of the speech signal (e.g. waveform-coded speech signal, or parametric data in conjunction with the
mixed content signal).
[0019] In some embodiments, the blend indicator (which may have a sequence of values, e.g., one for each of a
sequence of bitstream segments) is included in the bitstream received in step (a). Some embodiments include a step
of generating the blend indicator (e.g., in a receiver which receives and decodes the bitstream) in response to the
bitstream received in step (a).
[0020] It should be understood that the expression "blend indicator" is not intended to require that the blend indicator
is a single parameter or value (or a sequence of single parameters or values) for each segment of the bitstream. Rather,
it is contemplated that in some embodiments, a blend indicator (for a segment of the bitstream) may be a set of two or
more parameters or values (e.g., for each segment, a parametric-coded enhancement control parameter, and a wave-
form-coded enhancement control parameter) or a sequence of sets of parameters or values.
[0021] In some embodiments, the blend indicator for each segment may be a sequence of values indicating the
blending per frequency band of the segment.
[0022] The waveform data and the parametric data need not be provided for (e.g., included in) each segment of the
bitstream, and both the waveform data and the parametric data need not be used to perform speech enhancement on
each segment of the bitstream. For example, in some cases at least one segment may include waveform data only (and
the combination determined by the blend indicator for each such segment may consist of only waveform data) and at
least one other segment may include parametric data only (and the combination determined by the blend indicator for
each such segment may consist of only reconstructed speech data).
[0023] It is contemplated that typically, an encoder generates the bitstream including by encoding (e.g., compressing)
the audio data, but not by applying the same encoding to the waveform data or the parametric data. Thus, when the
bitstream is delivered to a receiver, the receiver would typically parse the bitstream to extract the audio data, the waveform
data, and the parametric data (and the blend indicator if it is delivered in the bitstream), but would decode only the audio
data. The receiver would typically perform speech enhancement on the decoded audio data (using the waveform data
and/or parametric data) without applying to the waveform data or the parametric data the same decoding process that
is applied to the audio data.
[0024] Typically, the combination (indicated by the blend indicator) of the waveform data and the reconstructed speech
data changes over time, with each state of the combination pertaining to the speech and other audio content of a
corresponding segment of the bitstream. The blend indicator is generated such that the current state of the combination
(of waveform data and reconstructed speech data) is at least partially determined by signal properties of the speech
and other audio content (e.g., a ratio of the power of speech content and the power of other audio content) in the
corresponding segment of the bitstream. In some embodiments, the blend indicator is generated such that the current
state of the combination is determined by signal properties of the speech and other audio content in the corresponding
segment of the bitstream. In some embodiments, the blend indicator is generated such that the current state of the
combination is determined both by signal properties of the speech and other audio content in the corresponding segment
of the bitstream and an amount of coding artifacts in the waveform data.
[0025] Step (b) may include a step of performing waveform-coded speech enhancement by combining (e.g., mixing
or blending) at least some of the low quality speech data with the audio data of at least one segment of the bitstream,
and performing parametric-coded speech enhancement by combining the reconstructed speech data with the audio
data of at least one segment of the bitstream. A combination of waveform-coded speech enhancement and parametric-
coded speech enhancement is performed on at least one segment of the bitstream by blending both low quality speech
data and parametrically constructed speech for the segment with the audio data of the segment. Under some signal
conditions, only one (but not both) of waveform-coded speech enhancement and parametric-coded speech enhancement
is performed (in response to the blend indicator) on a segment (or on each of more than one segments) of the bitstream.
[0026] Herein, the expression "SNR" (signal to noise ratio) will be used to denote the ratio of power (or difference in
level) of the speech content of a segment of an audio program (or of the entire program) to that of the non-speech content
of the segment or program, or of the speech content of a segment of the program (or the entire program) to that of the
entire (speech and non-speech) content of the segment or program.
[0027] In a class of embodiments, the method implements "blind" temporal SNR-based switching between parametric-
coded enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement of segments of an audio program. In this context, "blind" denotes
that the switching is not perceptually guided by a complex auditory masking model (e.g., of a type to be described herein),
but is guided by a sequence of SNR values (blend indicators) corresponding to segments of the program. In one em-
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bodiment in this class, hybrid-coded speech enhancement is achieved by temporal switching between parametric-coded
enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement, so that either parametric-coded enhancement or waveform-coded
enhancement (but not both parametric-coded enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement) is performed on each
segment of an audio program on which speech enhancement is performed. Recognizing that waveform-coded enhance-
ment performs best under the condition of low SNR (on segments having low values of SNR) and parametric-coded
enhancement performs best at favorable SNRs (on segments having high values of SNR), the switching decision is
typically based on the ratio of speech (dialog) to remaining audio in an original audio mix.
[0028] Embodiments that implement "blind" temporal SNR-based switching typically include steps of: segmenting the
unenhanced audio signal (original audio mix) into consecutive time slices (segments), and determining for each segment
the SNR between the speech content and the other audio content (or between the speech content and total audio
content) of the segment; and for each segment, comparing the SNR to a threshold and providing a parametric-coded
enhancement control parameter for the segment (i.e., the blend indicator for the segment indicates that parametric-
coded enhancement should be performed) when the SNR is greater than the threshold or providing a waveform-coded
enhancement control parameter for the segment (i.e., the blend indicator for the segment indicates that waveform-coded
enhancement should be performed) when the SNR is not greater than the threshold. Typically, the unenhanced audio
signal is delivered (e.g., transmitted) with the control parameters included as metadata to a receiver, and the receiver
performs (on each segment) the type of speech enhancement indicated by the control parameter for the segment. Thus,
the receiver performs parametric-coded enhancement on each segment for which the control parameter is a parametric-
coded enhancement control parameter, and waveform-coded enhancement on each segment for which the control
parameter is a waveform-coded enhancement control parameter.
[0029] If one is willing to incur the cost of transmitting (with each segment of an original audio mix) both waveform
data (for implementing waveform-coded speech enhancement) and parametric-coded enhancement parameters with
an original (unenhanced) mix, a higher degree of speech enhancement can be achieved by applying both waveform-
coded enhancement and parametric-coded enhancement to individual segments of the mix. Thus, in a class of embod-
iments, the method implements "blind" temporal SNR-based blending between parametric-coded enhancement and
waveform-coded enhancement of segments of an audio program. In this context also, "blind" denotes that the switching
is not perceptually guided by a complex auditory masking model (e.g., of a type to be described herein), but is guided
by a sequence of SNR values corresponding to segments of the program.
[0030] Embodiments that implement "blind" temporal SNR-based blending typically include steps of: segmenting the
unenhanced audio signal (original audio mix) into consecutive time slices (segments), and determining for each segment
the SNR between the speech content and the other audio content (or between the speech content and total audio
content) of the segment; and for each segment, providing a blend control indicator, where the value of the blend control
indicator is determined by (is a function of) the SNR for the segment.
[0031] In some embodiments, the method includes a step of determining (e.g., receiving a request for) a total amount
("T") of speech enhancement, and the blend control indicator is a parameter, α, for each segment such that T = α Pw
+ (1-α)Pp, where Pw is waveform-coded enhancement for the segment that would produce the predetermined total
amount of enhancement, T, if applied to unenhanced audio content of the segment using waveform data provided for
the segment (where the speech content of the segment has an unenhanced waveform, the waveform data for the
segment are indicative of a reduced quality version of the speech content of the segment, the reduced quality version
has a waveform similar (e.g., at least substantially similar) to the unenhanced waveform, and the reduced quality version
of the speech content is of objectionable quality when rendered and perceived in isolation), and Pp is parametric-coded
enhancement that would produce the predetermined total amount of enhancement, T, if applied to unenhanced audio
content of the segment using parametric data provided for the segment (where the parametric data for the segment,
with the unenhanced audio content of the segment, determine a parametrically reconstructed version of the segment’s
speech content). In some embodiments, the blend control indicator for each of the segments is a set of such parameters,
including a parameter for each frequency band of the relevant segment.
[0032] When the unenhanced audio signal is delivered (e.g., transmitted) with the control parameters as metadata to
a receiver, the receiver may perform (on each segment) the hybrid speech enhancement indicated by the control pa-
rameters for the segment. Alternatively, the receiver generates the control parameters from the unenhanced audio signal.
[0033] In some embodiments, the receiver performs (on each segment of the unenhanced audio signal) a combination
of parametric-coded enhancement (in an amount determined by the enhancement Pp scaled by the parameter α for the
segment) and waveform-coded enhancement (in an amount determined by the enhancement Pw scaled by the value
(1 - α) for the segment), such that the combination of parametric-coded enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement
generates the predetermined total amount of enhancement: 
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[0034] In another class of embodiments, the combination of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to
be performed on each segment of an audio signal is determined by an auditory masking model. In some embodiments
in this class, the optimal blending ratio for a blend of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to be performed
on a segment of an audio program uses the highest amount of waveform-coded enhancement that just keeps the coding
noise from becoming audible. It should be appreciated that coding noise availability in a decoder is always in the form
of a statistical estimate, and cannot be determined exactly.
[0035] In some embodiments in this class, the blend indicator for each segment of the audio data is indicative of a
combination of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to be performed on the segment, and the combi-
nation is at least substantially equal to a waveform-coded maximizing combination determined for the segment by the
auditory masking model, where the waveform-coded maximizing combination specifies a greatest relative amount of
waveform-coded enhancement that ensures that coding noise (due to waveform-coded enhancement) in the corre-
sponding segment of the speech-enhanced audio program is not objectionably audible (e.g., is not audible). In some
embodiments, the greatest relative amount of waveform-coded enhancement that ensures that coding noise in a segment
of the speech-enhanced audio program is not objectionably audible is the greatest relative amount that ensures that the
combination of waveform-coded enhancement and parametric-coded enhancement to be performed (on a corresponding
segment of audio data) generates a predetermined total amount of speech enhancement for the segment, and/or (where
artifacts of the parametric-coded enhancement are included in the assessment performed by the auditory masking
model) it may allow coding artifacts (due to waveform-coded enhancement) to be audible (when this is favorable) over
artifacts of the parametric-coded enhancement (e.g., when the audible coding artifacts (due to waveform-coded en-
hancement) are less objectionable than the audible artifacts of the parametric-coded enhancement).
[0036] The contribution of waveform-coded enhancement in the hybrid coding scheme can be increased while ensuring
that the coding noise does not become objectionably audible (e.g., does not become audible) by using an auditory
masking model to predict more accurately how the coding noise in the reduced quality speech copy (to be used to
implement waveform-coded enhancement) is being masked by the audio mix of the main program and to select the
blending ratio accordingly.
[0037] Some embodiments which employ an auditory masking model include steps of: segmenting the unenhanced
audio signal (original audio mix) into consecutive time slices (segments), and providing a reduced quality copy of the
speech in each segment (for use in waveform-coded enhancement) and parametric-coded enhancement parameters
(for use in parametric-coded enhancement) for each segment; for each of the segments, using the auditory masking
model to determine a maximum amount of waveform-coded enhancement that can be applied without coding artifacts
becoming objectionably audible; and generating an indicator (for each segment of the unenhanced audio signal) of a
combination of waveform-coded enhancement (in an amount which does not exceed the maximum amount of waveform-
coded enhancement determined using the auditory masking model for the segment, and which at least substantially
matches the maximum amount of waveform-coded enhancement determined using the auditory masking model for the
segment) and parametric-coded enhancement, such that the combination of waveform-coded enhancement and para-
metric-coded enhancement generates a predetermined total amount of speech enhancement for the segment.
[0038] In some embodiments, each indicator is included (e.g., by an encoder) in a bitstream which also includes
encoded audio data indicative of the unenhanced audio signal.
[0039] In some embodiments, the unenhanced audio signal is segmented into consecutive time slices and each time
slice is segmented into frequency bands, for each of the frequency bands of each of the time slices, the auditory masking
model is used to determine a maximum amount of waveform-coded enhancement that can be applied without coding
artifacts becoming objectionably audible, and an indicator is generated for each frequency band of each time slice of
the unenhanced audio signal.
[0040] Optionally, the method also includes a step of performing (on each segment of the unenhanced audio signal)
in response to the indicator for each segment, the combination of waveform-coded enhancement and parametric-coded
enhancement determined by the indicator, such that the combination of waveform-coded enhancement and parametric-
coded enhancement generates the predetermined total amount of speech enhancement for the segment.
[0041] In some embodiments, audio content is encoded in an encoded audio signal for a reference audio channel
configuration (or representation) such as a surround sound configuration, a 5.1 speaker configuration, a 7.1 speaker
configuration, a 7.2 speaker configuration, etc. The reference configuration may comprise audio channels such as stereo
channels, left and right front channel, surround channels, speaker channels, object channels, etc. One or more of the
channels that carry speech content may not be channels of a Mid/Side (M/S) audio channel representation. As used
herein, an M/S audio channel representation (or simply M/S representation) comprises at least a mid-channel and a
side-channel. In an example embodiment, the mid-channel represents a sum of left and right channels (e.g., equally
weighted, etc.), whereas the side-channel represents a difference of left and right channels, wherein the left and right
channels may be considered any combination of two channels, e.g. front-center and front-left channels.
[0042] In some embodiments, speech content of a program may be mixed with non-speech content and may be
distributed over two or more non-M/S channels, such as left and right channels, left and right front channels, etc., in the
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reference audio channel configuration. The speech content may, but is not required to, be represented at a phantom
center in stereo content in which the speech content is equally loud in two non-M/S channels such as left and right
channels, etc. The stereo content may contain non-speech content that is not necessarily equally loud or that is even
present in both of the two channels.
[0043] Under some approaches, multiple sets of non-M/S control data, control parameters, etc., for speech enhance-
ment corresponding to multiple non-M/S audio channels over which the speech content is distributed are transmitted as
a part of overall audio metadata from an audio encoder to downstream audio decoders. Each of the multiple sets of non-
M/S control data, control parameters, etc., for speech enhancement corresponds to a specific audio channel of the
multiple non-M/S audio channels over which the speech content is distributed and may be used by a downstream audio
decoder to control speech enhancement operations relating to the specific audio channel. As used herein, a set of non-
M/S control data, control parameters, etc., refers to control data, control parameters, etc., for speech enhancement
operations in an audio channel of a non-M/S representation such as the reference configuration in which an audio signal
as described herein is encoded.
[0044] In some embodiments, M/S speech enhancement metadata is transmitted - in addition to or in place of one or
more sets of the non-M/S control data, control parameters, etc. - as a part of audio metadata from an audio encoder to
downstream audio decoders. The M/S speech enhancement metadata may comprise one or more sets of M/S control
data, control parameters, etc., for speech enhancement. As used herein, a set of M/S control data, control parameters,
etc., refers to control data, control parameters, etc., for speech enhancement operations in an audio channel of the M/S
representation. In some embodiments, the M/S speech enhancement metadata for speech enhancement is transmitted
by an audio encoder to downstream audio decoders with the mixed content encoded in the reference audio channel
configuration. In some embodiments, the number of sets of M/S control data, control parameters, etc., for speech
enhancement in the M/S speech enhancement metadata may be fewer than the number of multiple non-M/S audio
channels in the reference audio channel representation over which speech content in the mixed content is distributed.
In some embodiments, even when the speech content in the mixed content is distributed over two or more non-M/S
audio channels such as left and right channels, etc., in the reference audio channel configuration, only one set of M/S
control data, control parameters, etc., for speech enhancement - e.g., corresponding to the mid-channel of the M/S
representation - is sent as the M/S speech enhancement metadata by an audio encoder to downstream decoders. The
single set of M/S control data, control parameters, etc., for speech enhancement may be used to accomplish speech
enhancement operations for all of the two or more non-M/S audio channels such as the left and right channels, etc. In
some embodiments, transformation matrices between the reference configuration and the M/S representation may be
used to apply speech enhancement operations based on the M/S control data, control parameters, etc., for speech
enhancement as described herein.
[0045] Techniques as described herein can be used in scenarios in which speech content is panned at the phantom
center of left and right channels, speech content is not completely panned in the center (e.g., not equally loud in both
left and right channels, etc.), etc. In an example, these techniques may be used in scenarios in which a large percentage
(e.g., 70+%, 80+%, 90+%, etc.) of the energy of speech content is in the mid signal or mid-channel of the M/S repre-
sentation. In another example, (e.g., spatial, etc.) transformations such as panning, rotations, etc., may be used to
transform speech content unequaled in the reference configuration to be equal or substantially equal in the M/S config-
uration. Rendering vectors, transformation matrices, etc., representing panning, rotations, etc., may be used in as a part
of, or in conjunction with, speech enhancement operations.
[0046] In some embodiments (e.g., a hybrid mode, etc.), a version (e.g., a reduced version, etc.) of the speech content
is sent to a downstream audio decoder as either only a mid-channel signal or both mid-channel and side-channel signals
in the M/S representation, along with the mixed content sent in the reference audio channel configuration possibly with
a non-M/S representation. In some embodiments, when the version of the speech content is sent to a downstream audio
decoder as only a mid-channel signal in the M/S representation, a corresponding rendering vector that operates (e.g.,
performs transformation, etc.) on the mid-channel signal to generate signal portions in one or more non-M/S channels
of a non-M/S audio channel configuration (e.g., the reference configuration, etc.) based on the mid-channel signal is
also sent to the downstream audio decoder.
[0047] In some embodiments, a dialog/speech enhancement algorithm (e.g., in a downstream audio decoder, etc.)
that implements "blind" temporal SNR-based switching between parametric-coded enhancement (e.g., channel-inde-
pendent dialog prediction, multichannel dialog prediction, etc.) and waveform-coded enhancement of segments of an
audio program operates at least in part in the M/S representation.
[0048] Techniques as described herein that implement speech enhancement operations at least partially in the M/S
representation can be used with channel-independent prediction (e.g., in the mid-channel, etc.), multichannel prediction
(e.g., in the mid-channel and the side-channel, etc.), etc. These techniques can also be used to support speech en-
hancement for one, two or more dialogs at the same time. Zero, one or more additional sets of control parameters,
control data, etc., such as prediction parameters, gains, rendering vectors, etc., can be provided in the encoded audio
signal as a part of the M/S speech enhancement metadata to support additional dialogs.
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[0049] In some embodiments, the syntax of the encoded audio signal (e.g., output from the encoder, etc.) supports a
transmission of an M/S flag from an upstream audio encoder to downstream audio decoders. The M/S flag is present/set
when speech enhancement operations are to be performed at least in part with M/S control data, control parameters,
etc., that are transmitted with the M/S flag. For example, when the M/S flag is set, a stereo signal (e.g., from left and
right channels, etc.) in non-M/S channels may be first transformed by a recipient audio decoder to the mid-channel and
the side-channel of the M/S representation before applying M/S speech enhancement operations with the M/S control
data, control parameters, etc., as received with the M/S flag, according to one or more of speech enhancement algorithms
(e.g., channel-independent dialog prediction, multichannel dialog prediction, waveform-based, waveform-parametric
hybrid, etc.). After the M/S speech enhancement operations are performed, the speech enhanced signals in the M/S
representation may be transformed back to the non-M/S channels.
[0050] In some embodiments, the audio program whose speech content is to be enhanced in accordance with em-
bodiments of the invention includes speaker channels but not any object channel. In other embodiments, the audio
program whose speech content is to be enhanced in accordance with embodiments of the invention is an object based
audio program (typically a multichannel object based audio program) comprising at least one object channel and optionally
also at least one speaker channel.
[0051] Another aspect of this disclosure is a system including an encoder configured (e.g., programmed) to perform
any example of the disclosed encoding method to generate a bitstream including encoded audio data, waveform data,
and parametric data (and optionally also a blend indicator (e.g., blend indicating data) for each segment of the audio
data) in response to audio data indicative of a program including speech and non-speech content, and a decoder
configured to parse the bitstream to recover the encoded audio data (and optionally also each blend indicator) and to
decode the encoded audio data to recover the audio data. Alternatively, the decoder is configured to generate a blend
indicator for each segment of the audio data, in response to the recovered audio data. The decoder is configured to
perform hybrid speech enhancement on the recovered audio data in response to each blend indicator.
[0052] Another aspect of this disclosure is a decoder configured to perform any embodiment of the disclosed method.
In another class of embodiments, there is provided a decoder including a buffer memory (buffer) which stores (e.g., in
a non-transitory manner) at least one segment (e.g., frame) of an encoded audio bitstream which has been generated
by any example of the method.
[0053] Other aspects of this disclosure include a system or device (e.g., an encoder, a decoder, or a processor)
configured (e.g., programmed) to perform any embodiment of the disclosed method, and a computer readable medium
(e.g., a disc) which stores code for implementing any embodiment of the method or steps thereof. For example, the
system can be or include a programmable general purpose processor, digital signal processor, or microprocessor,
programmed with software or firmware and/or otherwise configured to perform any of a variety of operations on data,
including an embodiment of the method or steps thereof. Such a general purpose processor may be or include a computer
system including an input device, a memory, and processing circuitry programmed (and/or otherwise configured) to
perform an embodiment of the method (or steps thereof) in response to data asserted thereto.
[0054] In some embodiments, mechanisms as described herein form a part of a media processing system, including
but not limited to: an audiovisual device, a flat panel TV, a handheld device, game machine, television, home theater
system, tablet, mobile device, laptop computer, netbook computer, cellular radiotelephone, electronic book reader, point
of sale terminal, desktop computer, computer workstation, computer kiosk, various other kinds of terminals and media
processing units, etc.
[0055] Various modifications to the preferred embodiments and the generic principles and features described herein
will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art. Thus, the disclosure is not intended to be limited to the embodiments
shown, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and features described herein.

2. NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE

[0056] Throughout this disclosure, including in the claims, the terms "dialog" and "speech" are used interchangeably
as synonyms to denote audio signal content perceived as a form of communication by a human being (or character in
a virtual world).
[0057] Throughout this disclosure, including in the claims, the expression performing an operation "on" a signal or
data (e.g., filtering, scaling, transforming, or applying gain to, the signal or data) is used in a broad sense to denote
performing the operation directly on the signal or data, or on a processed version of the signal or data (e.g., on a version
of the signal that has undergone preliminary filtering or pre-processing prior to performance of the operation thereon).
[0058] Throughout this disclosure including in the claims, the expression "system" is used in a broad sense to denote
a device, system, or subsystem. For example, a subsystem that implements a decoder may be referred to as a decoder
system, and a system including such a subsystem (e.g., a system that generates X output signals in response to multiple
inputs, in which the subsystem generates M of the inputs and the other X - M inputs are received from an external source)
may also be referred to as a decoder system.
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[0059] Throughout this disclosure including in the claims, the term "processor" is used in a broad sense to denote a
system or device programmable or otherwise configurable (e.g., with software or firmware) to perform operations on
data (e.g., audio, or video or other image data). Examples of processors include a field-programmable gate array (or
other configurable integrated circuit or chip set), a digital signal processor programmed and/or otherwise configured to
perform pipelined processing on audio or other sound data, a programmable general purpose processor or computer,
and a programmable microprocessor chip or chip set.
[0060] Throughout this disclosure including in the claims, the expressions "audio processor" and "audio processing
unit" are used interchangeably, and in a broad sense, to denote a system configured to process audio data. Examples
of audio processing units include, but are not limited to encoders (e.g., transcoders), decoders, codecs, pre-processing
systems, post-processing systems, and bitstream processing systems (sometimes referred to as bitstream processing
tools).
[0061] Throughout this disclosure including in the claims, the expression "metadata" refers to separate and different
data from corresponding audio data (audio content of a bitstream which also includes metadata). Metadata is associated
with audio data, and indicates at least one feature or characteristic of the audio data (e.g., what type(s) of processing
have already been performed, or should be performed, on the audio data, or the trajectory of an object indicated by the
audio data). The association of the metadata with the audio data is time-synchronous. Thus, present (most recently
received or updated) metadata may indicate that the corresponding audio data contemporaneously has an indicated
feature and/or comprises the results of an indicated type of audio data processing.
[0062] Throughout this disclosure including in the claims, the term "couples" or "coupled" is used to mean either a
direct or indirect connection. Thus, if a first device couples to a second device, that connection may be through a direct
connection, or through an indirect connection via other devices and connections.
[0063] Throughout this disclosure including in the claims, the following expressions have the following definitions:

- speaker and loudspeaker are used synonymously to denote any sound-emitting transducer. This definition includes
loudspeakers implemented as multiple transducers (e.g., woofer and tweeter);

- speaker feed: an audio signal to be applied directly to a loudspeaker, or an audio signal that is to be applied to an
amplifier and loudspeaker in series;

- channel (or "audio channel"): a monophonic audio signal. Such a signal can typically be rendered in such a way as
to be equivalent to application of the signal directly to a loudspeaker at a desired or nominal position. The desired
position can be static, as is typically the case with physical loudspeakers, or dynamic;

- audio program: a set of one or more audio channels (at least one speaker channel and/or at least one object channel)
and optionally also associated metadata (e.g., metadata that describes a desired spatial audio presentation);

- speaker channel (or "speaker-feed channel"): an audio channel that is associated with a named loudspeaker (at a
desired or nominal position), or with a named speaker zone within a defined speaker configuration. A speaker
channel is rendered in such a way as to be equivalent to application of the audio signal directly to the named
loudspeaker (at the desired or nominal position) or to a speaker in the named speaker zone;

- object channel: an audio channel indicative of sound emitted by an audio source (sometimes referred to as an audio
"object"). Typically, an object channel determines a parametric audio source description (e.g., metadata indicative
of the parametric audio source description is included in or provided with the object channel). The source description
may determine sound emitted by the source (as a function of time), the apparent position (e.g., 3D spatial coordinates)
of the source as a function of time, and optionally at least one additional parameter (e.g., apparent source size or
width) characterizing the source;

- object based audio program: an audio program comprising a set of one or more object channels (and optionally
also comprising at least one speaker channel) and optionally also associated metadata (e.g., metadata indicative
of a trajectory of an audio object which emits sound indicated by an object channel, or metadata otherwise indicative
of a desired spatial audio presentation of sound indicated by an object channel, or metadata indicative of an iden-
tification of at least one audio object which is a source of sound indicated by an object channel); and

- render: the process of converting an audio program into one or more speaker feeds, or the process of converting
an audio program into one or more speaker feeds and converting the speaker feed(s) to sound using one or more
loudspeakers (in the latter case, the rendering is sometimes referred to herein as rendering "by" the loudspeaker(s)).
An audio channel can be trivially rendered ("at" a desired position) by applying the signal directly to a physical
loudspeaker at the desired position, or one or more audio channels can be rendered using one of a variety of
virtualization techniques designed to be substantially equivalent (for the listener) to such trivial rendering. In this
latter case, each audio channel may be converted to one or more speaker feeds to be applied to loudspeaker(s) in
known locations, which are in general different from the desired position, such that sound emitted by the loudspeak-
er(s) in response to the feed(s) will be perceived as emitting from the desired position. Examples of such virtualization
techniques include binaural rendering via headphones (e.g., using Dolby Headphone processing which simulates
up to 7.1 channels of surround sound for the headphone wearer) and wave field synthesis.
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[0064] Embodiments of the encoding, decoding, and speech enhancement methods, and systems configured to im-
plement the methods will be described with reference to FIG. 3, FIG. 6, and FIG. 7.

3. GENERATION OF PREDICTION PARAMETERS

[0065] In order to perform speech enhancement (including hybrid speech enhancement in accordance with embodi-
ments of the invention), it is necessary to have access to the speech signal to be enhanced. If the speech signal is not
available (separately from a mix of the speech and non-speech content of the mixed signal to be enhanced) at the time
speech enhancement is to be performed, parametric techniques may be used to create a reconstruction of the speech
of the available mix.
[0066] One method for parametric reconstruction of speech content of a mixed content signal (indicative of a mix of
speech and non-speech content) is based on reconstructing the speech power in each time-frequency tile of the signal,
and generates parameters according to: 

where pn,b is the parameter (parametric-coded speech enhancement value) for the tile having temporal index n and
frequency banding index b, the value Ds,f represents the speech signal in time-slot s and frequency bin f of the tile, the
value Ms,f represents the mixed content signal in the same time-slot and frequency bin of the tile, and the summation is
over all values of s and f in all tiles. The parameters pn,b can be delivered (as metadata) with the mixed content signal
itself, to allow a receiver to reconstruct the speech content of each segment of the mixed content signal.
[0067] As depicted in FIG. 1, each parameter pn,b can be determined by performing a time domain to frequency domain
transform on the mixed content signal ("mixed audio") whose speech content is to be enhanced, performing a time
domain to frequency domain transform on the speech signal (the speech content of the mixed content signal), integrating
the energy (of each time-frequency tile having temporal index n and frequency banding index b of the speech signal)
over all time-slots and frequency bins in the tile, and integrating the energy of the corresponding time-frequency tile of
the mixed content signal over all time-slots and frequency bins in the tile, and dividing the result of the first integration
by the result of the second integration to generate the parameter pn,b for the tile.
[0068] When each time-frequency tile of the mixed content signal is multiplied by the parameter pn,b for the tile, the
resulting signal has similar spectral and temporal envelopes as the speech content of the mixed content signal.
[0069] Typical audio programs, e.g., stereo or 5.1 channel audio programs, include multiple speaker channels. Typi-
cally, each channel (or each of a subset of the channels) is indicative of speech and non-speech content, and a mixed
content signal determines each channel. The described parametric speech reconstruction method can be applied inde-
pendently to each channel to reconstruct the speech component of all channels. The reconstructed speech signals (one
for each of the channels) can be added to the corresponding mixed content channel signals, with an appropriate gain
for each channel, to achieve a desired boost of the speech content.
[0070] The mixed content signals (channels) of a multi-channel program can be represented as a set of signal vectors,
where each vector element is a collection of time-frequency tiles corresponding to a specific parameter set, i.e., all
frequency bins (f) in the parameter band (b) and time-slots (s) in the frame (n). An example of such a set of vectors, for
a three-channel mixed content signal is: 

where ci indicates the channel. The example assumes three channels, but the number of channels is an arbitrary amount.
[0071] Similarly the speech content of a multi-channel program can be represented as a set of 1 3 1 matrices (where
the speech content consists of only one channel), Dn,b. Multiplication of each matrix element of the mixed content signal
with a scalar value results in a multiplication of each sub-element with the scalar value. A reconstructed speech value
for each tile is thus obtained by calculating 
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for each n and b, where P is a matrix whose elements are prediction parameters. The reconstructed speech (for all the
tiles) can also be denoted as: 

[0072] The content in the multiple channels of a multi-channel mixed content signal causes correlations between the
channels that can be employed to make a better prediction of the speech signal. By employing a Minimum Mean Square
Error (MMSE) predictor (e.g., of a conventional type), the channels can be combined with prediction parameters so as
to reconstruct the speech content with a minimum error according to the Mean Square Error (MSE) criterion. As shown
in FIG. 2, assuming a three-channel mixed content input signal, such an MMSE predictor (operating in the frequency
domain) iteratively generates a set of prediction parameters pi (where index i is 1, 2, or 3) in response to the mixed
content input signal and a single input speech signal indicative of the speech content of the mixed content input signal.
[0073] A speech value reconstructed from a tile of each channel of the mixed content input signal (each tile having
the same indices n and b) is a linear combination of the content (Mci,n,b) of each channel (i = 1, 2, or 3) of the mixed
content signal controlled by a weight parameter for each channel. These weight parameters are the prediction parameters,
pi, for the tiles having the same indices n and b. Thus, the speech reconstructed from all the tiles of all channels of the
mixed content signal is:

or in signal matrix form: 

[0074] For example, when speech is coherently present in multiple channels of the mixed content signal whereas
background (non-speech) sounds are incoherent between the channels, an additive combination of channels will favor
the energy of the speech. For two channels this results in a 3 dB better speech separation compared to the channel
independent reconstruction. As another example, when the speech is present in one channel and background sounds
are coherently present in multiple channels, a subtractive combination of channels will (partially) eliminate the background
sounds whereas the speech is preserved.
[0075] In a class of embodiments, the method includes the steps of: (a) receiving a bitstream indicative of an audio
program including speech having an unenhanced waveform and other audio content, wherein the bitstream includes:
unenhanced audio data indicative of the speech and the other audio content, waveform data indicative of a reduced
quality version of the speech, wherein the reduced quality version of the speech has a second waveform similar (e.g.,
at least substantially similar) to the unenhanced waveform, and the reduced quality version would have objectionable
quality if auditioned in isolation, and parametric data, wherein the parametric data with the unenhanced audio data
determines parametrically constructed speech, and the parametrically constructed speech is a parametrically recon-
structed version of the speech which at least substantially matches (e.g., is a good approximation of) the speech; and
(b) performing speech enhancement on the bitstream in response to a blend indicator, thereby generating data indicative
of a speech-enhanced audio program, including by combining the unenhanced audio data with a combination of low
quality speech data determined from the waveform data, and reconstructed speech data, wherein the combination is
determined by the blend indicator (e.g., the combination has a sequence of states determined by a sequence of current
values of the blend indicator), the reconstructed speech data is generated in response to at least some of the parametric
data and at least some of the unenhanced audio data, and the speech-enhanced audio program has less audible speech
enhancement coding artifacts (e.g., speech enhancement coding artifacts which are better masked) than would either
a purely waveform-coded speech-enhanced audio program determined by combining only the low quality speech data
with the unenhanced audio data or a purely parametric-coded speech-enhanced audio program determined from the
parametric data and the unenhanced audio data.
[0076] In some embodiments, the blend indicator (which may have a sequence of values, e.g., one for each of a
sequence of bitstream segments) is included in the bitstream received in step (a). In other embodiments, the blend
indicator is generated (e.g., in a receiver which receives and decodes the bitstream) in response to the bitstream.
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[0077] It should be understood that the expression "blend indicator" is not intended to denote a single parameter or
value (or a sequence of single parameters or values) for each segment of the bitstream. Rather, it is contemplated that
in some embodiments, a blend indicator (for a segment of the bitstream) may be a set of two or more parameters or
values (e.g., for each segment, a parametric-coded enhancement control parameter and a waveform-coded enhance-
ment control parameter). In some embodiments, the blend indicator for each segment may be a sequence of values
indicating the blending per frequency band of the segment.
[0078] The waveform data and the parametric data need not be provided for (e.g., included in) each segment of the
bitstream, or used to perform speech enhancement on each segment of the bitstream. For example, in some cases at
least one segment may include waveform data only (and the combination determined by the blend indicator for each
such segment may consist of only waveform data) and at least one other segment may include parametric data only
(and the combination determined by the blend indicator for each such segment may consist of only reconstructed speech
data).
[0079] It is contemplated that in some embodiments, an encoder generates the bitstream including by encoding (e.g.,
compressing) the unenhanced audio data, but not the waveform data or the parametric data. Thus, when the bitstream
is delivered to a receiver, the receiver would parse the bitstream to extract the unenhanced audio data, the waveform
data, and the parametric data (and the blend indicator if it is delivered in the bitstream), but would decode only the
unenhanced audio data. The receiver would perform speech enhancement on the decoded, unenhanced audio data
(using the waveform data and/or parametric data) without applying to the waveform data or the parametric data the
same decoding process that is applied to the audio data.
[0080] Typically, the combination (indicated by the blend indicator) of the waveform data and the reconstructed speech
data changes over time, with each state of the combination pertaining to the speech and other audio content of a
corresponding segment of the bitstream. The blend indicator is generated such that the current state of the combination
(of waveform data and reconstructed speech data) is determined by signal properties of the speech and other audio
content (e.g., a ratio of the power of speech content and the power of other audio content) in the corresponding segment
of the bitstream.
[0081] Step (b) may include a step of performing waveform-coded speech enhancement by combining (e.g., mixing
or blending) at least some of the low quality speech data with the unenhanced audio data of at least one segment of the
bitstream, and performing parametric-coded speech enhancement by combining reconstructed speech data with the
unenhanced audio data of at least one segment of the bitstream. A combination of waveform-coded speech enhancement
and parametric-coded speech enhancement is performed on at least one segment of the bitstream by blending both low
quality speech data and reconstructed speech data for the segment with the unenhanced audio data of the segment.
Under some signal conditions, only one (but not both) of waveform-coded speech enhancement and parametric-coded
speech enhancement is performed (in response to the blend indicator) on a segment (or on each of more than one
segments) of the bitstream.

4. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT OPERATIONS

[0082] Herein, "SNR" (signal to noise ratio) is used to denote the ratio of power (or level) of the speech component
(i.e., speech content) of a segment of an audio program (or of the entire program) to that of the non-speech component
(i.e., the non-speech content) of the segment or program or to that of the entire (speech and non-speech) content of the
segment or program. In some embodiments, SNR is derived from an audio signal (to undergo speech enhancement)
and a separate signal indicative of the audio signal’s speech content (e.g., a low quality copy of the speech content
which has been generated for use in waveform-coded enhancement). In some embodiments, SNR is derived from an
audio signal (to undergo speech enhancement) and from parametric data (which has been generated for use in para-
metric-coded enhancement of the audio signal).
[0083] In a class of embodiments, the method implements "blind" temporal SNR-based switching between parametric-
coded enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement of segments of an audio program. In this context, "blind" denotes
that the switching is not perceptually guided by a complex auditory masking model (e.g., of a type to be described herein),
but is guided by a sequence of SNR values (blend indicators) corresponding to segments of the program. In one em-
bodiment in this class, hybrid-coded speech enhancement is achieved by temporal switching between parametric-coded
enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement (in response to a blend indicator, e.g., a blend indicator generated in
subsystem 29 of the encoder of FIG. 3, which indicates that either parametric-coded enhancement only or waveform-
coded enhancement should be performed on corresponding audio data), so that either parametric-coded enhancement
or waveform-coded enhancement (but not both parametric-coded enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement) is
performed on each segment of an audio program on which the speech enhancement is performed. Recognizing that
waveform-coded enhancement performs best under the condition of low SNR (on segments having low values of SNR)
and parametric-coded enhancement performs best at favorable SNRs (on segments having high values of SNR), the
switching decision is typically based on the ratio of speech (dialog) to remaining audio in an original audio mix.
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[0084] Embodiments that implement "blind" temporal SNR-based switching typically include steps of: segmenting the
unenhanced audio signal (original audio mix) into consecutive time slices (segments), and determining for each segment
the SNR between the speech content and the other audio content (or between the speech content and total audio
content) of the segment; and for each segment, comparing the SNR to a threshold and providing a parametric-coded
enhancement control parameter for the segment (i.e., the blend indicator for the segment indicates that parametric-
coded enhancement should be performed) when the SNR is greater than the threshold or providing a waveform-coded
enhancement control parameter for the segment (i.e., the blend indicator for the segment indicates that waveform-coded
enhancement should be performed) when the SNR is not greater than the threshold.
[0085] When the unenhanced audio signal is delivered (e.g., transmitted) with the control parameters included as
metadata to a receiver, the receiver may perform (on each segment) the type of speech enhancement indicated by the
control parameter for the segment. Thus, the receiver performs parametric-coded enhancement on each segment for
which the control parameter is a parametric-coded enhancement control parameter, and waveform-coded enhancement
on each segment for which the control parameter is a waveform-coded enhancement control parameter.
[0086] If one is willing to incur the cost of transmitting (with each segment of an original audio mix) both waveform
data (for implementing waveform-coded speech enhancement) and parametric-coded enhancement parameters with
an original (unenhanced) mix, a higher degree of speech enhancement can be achieved by applying both waveform-
coded enhancement and parametric-coded enhancement to individual segments of the mix. Thus, in a class of embod-
iments, the method implements "blind" temporal SNR-based blending between parametric-coded enhancement and
waveform-coded enhancement of segments of an audio program. In this context also, "blind" denotes that the switching
is not perceptually guided by a complex auditory masking model (e.g., of a type to be described herein), but is guided
by a sequence of SNR values corresponding to segments of the program.
[0087] Embodiments that implement "blind" temporal SNR-based blending typically include steps of: segmenting the
unenhanced audio signal (original audio mix) into consecutive time slices (segments), and determining for each segment
the SNR between the speech content and the other audio content (or between the speech content and total audio
content) of the segment; determining (e.g., receiving a request for) a total amount ("T") of speech enhancement; and
for each segment, providing a blend control parameter, where the value of the blend control parameter is determined
by (is a function of) the SNR for the segment.
[0088] For example, the blend indicator for a segment of an audio program may be a blend indicator parameter (or
parameter set) generated in subsystem 29 of the encoder of FIG. 3 for the segment.
[0089] The blend control indicator may be a parameter, α, for each segment such that T = α Pw + (1-α)Pp, where Pw
is the waveform-coded enhancement for the segment that would produce the predetermined total amount of enhance-
ment, T, if applied to unenhanced audio content of the segment using waveform data provided for the segment (where
the speech content of the segment has an unenhanced waveform, the waveform data for the segment are indicative of
a reduced quality version of the speech content of the segment, the reduced quality version has a waveform similar
(e.g., at least substantially similar) to the unenhanced waveform, and the reduced quality version of the speech content
is of objectionable quality when rendered and perceived in isolation), and Pp is the parametric-coded enhancement that
would produce the predetermined total amount of enhancement, T, if applied to unenhanced audio content of the segment
using parametric data provided for the segment (where the parametric data for the segment, with the unenhanced audio
content of the segment, determine a parametrically reconstructed version of the segment’s speech content).
[0090] When the unenhanced audio signal is delivered (e.g., transmitted) with the control parameters as metadata to
a receiver, the receiver may perform (on each segment) the hybrid speech enhancement indicated by the control pa-
rameters for the segment. Alternatively, the receiver generates the control parameters from the unenhanced audio signal.
[0091] In some embodiments, the receiver performs (on each segment of the unenhanced audio signal) a combination
of parametric-coded enhancement Pp (scaled by the parameter α for the segment) and waveform-coded enhancement
Pw (scaled by the value (1 - α) for the segment), such that the combination of scaled parametric-coded enhancement
and scaled waveform-coded enhancement generates the predetermined total amount of enhancement, as in expression
(1) (T = α Pw + (1-α)Pp).
[0092] An example of the relation between α and SNR for a segment is as follows: α is a non-decreasing function of
SNR, the range of α is 0 through 1, α has the value 0 when the SNR for the segment is less than or equal to a threshold
value ("SNR_poor"), and α has the value 1 when the SNR is greater than or equal to a greater threshold value ("SNR
high"). When the SNR is favorable, α is high, resulting in a large proportion of parametric-coded enhancement. When
the SNR is poor, α is low, resulting in a large proportion of waveform-coded enhancement. The location of the saturation
points (SNR_poor and SNR high) should be selected to accommodate the specific implementations of both the waveform-
coded and parametric-coded enhancement algorithms.
[0093] In another class of embodiments, the combination of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to
be performed on each segment of an audio signal is determined by an auditory masking model. In some embodiments
in this class, the optimal blending ratio for a blend of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to be performed
on a segment of an audio program uses the highest amount of waveform-coded enhancement that just keeps the coding
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noise from becoming audible.
[0094] In the above-described blind SNR-based blending embodiments, the blending ratio for a segment is derived
from the SNR, and the SNR is assumed to be indicative of the capacity of the audio mix to mask the coding noise in the
reduced quality version (copy) of speech to be employed for waveform-coded enhancement. Advantages of the blind
SNR-based approach are simplicity in implementation and low computational load at the encoder. However, SNR is an
unreliable predictor of how well coding noise will be masked and a large safety margin must be applied to ensure that
coding noise will remain masked at all times. This means that at least some of the time the level of the reduced quality
speech copy that is blended is lower than it could be, or, if the margin is set more aggressively, the coding noise becomes
audible some of the time. The contribution of waveform-coded enhancement in the hybrid coding scheme can be increased
while ensuring that the coding noise does not become audible by using an auditory masking model to predict more
accurately how the coding noise in the reduced quality speech copy is being masked by the audio mix of the main
program and to select the blending ratio accordingly.
[0095] Typical embodiments which employ an auditory masking model include steps of: segmenting the unenhanced
audio signal (original audio mix) into consecutive time slices (segments), and providing a reduced quality copy of the
speech in each segment (for use in waveform-coded enhancement) and parametric-coded enhancement parameters
(for use in parametric-coded enhancement) for each segment; for each of the segments, using the auditory masking
model to determine a maximum amount of waveform-coded enhancement that can be applied without artifacts becoming
audible; and generating a blend indicator (for each segment of the unenhanced audio signal) of a combination of wave-
form-coded enhancement (in an amount which does not exceed the maximum amount of waveform-coded enhancement
determined using the auditory masking model for the segment, and which preferably at least substantially matches the
maximum amount of waveform-coded enhancement determined using the auditory masking model for the segment)
and parametric-coded enhancement, such that the combination of waveform-coded enhancement and parametric-coded
enhancement generates a predetermined total amount of speech enhancement for the segment.
[0096] In some embodiments, each such blend indicator is included (e.g., by an encoder) in a bitstream which also
includes encoded audio data indicative of the unenhanced audio signal. For example, subsystem 29 of encoder 20 of
FIG. 3 may be configured to generate such blend indicators, and subsystem 28 of encoder 20 may be configured to
include the blend indicators in the bitstream to be output from encoder 20. For another example, blend indicators may
be generated (e.g., in subsystem 13 of the encoder of FIG. 7) from the gmax(t) parameters generated by subsystem 14
of the FIG. 7 encoder, and subsystem 13 of the FIG. 7 encoder may be configured to include the blend indicators in the
bitstream to be output from the FIG. 7 encoder (or subsystem 13 may include, in the bitstream to be output from the
FIG. 7 encoder, the gmax(t) parameters generated by subsystem 14, and a receiver which receives and parses the
bitstream may be configured to generate the blend indicators in response to the gmax(t) parameters).
[0097] Optionally, the method also includes a step of performing (on each segment of the unenhanced audio signal)
in response to the blend indicator for each segment, the combination of waveform-coded enhancement and parametric-
coded enhancement determined by the blend indicator, such that the combination of waveform-coded enhancement
and parametric-coded enhancement generates the predetermined total amount of speech enhancement for the segment.
[0098] An example of the method which employs an auditory masking model will be described with reference to FIG.
7. In this example, a mix of speech and background audio, A(t) (the unenhanced audio mix), is determined (in element
10 of FIG. 7) and passed to the auditory masking model (implemented by element 11 of FIG. 7) which predicts a masking
threshold Θ(f,t) for each segment of the unenhanced audio mix. The unenhanced audio mix A(t) is also provided to
encoding element 13 for encoding for transmission.
[0099] The masking threshold generated by the model indicates as a function of frequency and time the auditory
excitation that any signal must exceed in order to be audible. Such masking models are well known in the art. The speech
component, s(t), of each segment of the unenhanced audio mix, A(t), is encoded (in low-bitrate audio coder 15) to
generate a reduced quality copy, s’(t), of the speech content of the segment. The reduced quality copy, s’(t) (which
comprises fewer bits than the original speech, s(t)), can be conceptualized as the sum of the original speech, s(t), and
coding noise, n(t). That coding noise can be separated from the reduced quality copy for analysis through subtraction
(in element 16) of the time-aligned speech signal, s(t), from the reduced quality copy. Alternatively, the coding noise
may be available directly from the audio coder.
[0100] The coding noise, n, is multiplied in element 17 by a scale factor, g(t), and the scaled coding noise is passed
to an auditory model (implemented by element 18) which predicts the auditory excitation, N(f,t), generated by the scaled
coding noise. Such excitation models are known in the art. In a final step, the auditory excitation N(f,t) is compared to
the predicted masking threshold Θ(f,t) and the largest scale factor, gmax(t), which ensures that the coding noise is masked,
i.e., the largest value of g(t) which ensures that N(f,t) < Θ(f,t), is found (in element 14). If the auditory model is non-linear
this may need to be done iteratively (as indicated in Fig 2) by iterating the value of g(t) applied to the coding noise, n(t)
in element 17; if the auditory model is linear this may be done in a simple feed forward step. The resulting scale factor
gmax(t) is the largest scale factor that can be applied to the reduced quality speech copy, s’(t), before it is added to the
corresponding segment of the unenhanced audio mix, A(t), without the coding artifacts in the scaled, reduced quality
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speech copy becoming audible in the mix of the scaled, reduced quality speech copy, gmax(t)* s’(t), and the unenhanced
audio mix, A(t).
[0101] The FIG. 7 system also includes element 12, which is configured to generate (in response to the unenhanced
audio mix, A(t) and the speech, s(t)) parametric-coded enhancement parameters, p(t), for performing parametric-coded
speech enhancement on each segment of the unenhanced audio mix.
[0102] The parametric-coded enhancement parameters, p(t), as well as the reduced quality speech copy, s’(t), gen-
erated in coder 15, and the factor, gmax(t), generated in element 14, for each segment of the audio program, are also
asserted to encoding element 13. Element 13 generates an encoded audio bitstream indicative of the unenhanced audio
mix, A(t), parametric-coded enhancement parameters, p(t), reduced quality speech copy, s’(t), and the factor, gmax(t),
for each segment of the audio program, and this encoded audio bitstream may be transmitted or otherwise delivered to
a receiver.
[0103] In the example, speech enhancement is performed (e.g., in a receiver to which the encoded output of element
13 has been delivered) as follows on each segment of the unenhanced audio mix, A(t), to apply a predetermined (e.g.,
requested) total amount of enhancement, T, using the scale factor gmax(t) for the segment. The encoded audio program
is decoded to extract the unenhanced audio mix, A(t), the parametric-coded enhancement parameters, p(t), the reduced
quality speech copy, s’(t), and the factor gmax(t) for each segment of the audio program. For each segment, waveform-
coded enhancement, Pw, is determined to be the waveform-coded enhancement that would produce the predetermined
total amount of enhancement, T, if applied to unenhanced audio content of the segment using the reduced quality speech
copy, s’(t), for the segment, and parametric-coded enhancement, Pp, is determined to be the parametric-coded en-
hancement that would produce the predetermined total amount of enhancement, T, if applied to unenhanced audio
content of the segment using parametric data provided for the segment (where the parametric data for the segment,
with the unenhanced audio content of the segment, determine a parametrically reconstructed version of the segment’s
speech content). For each segment, a combination of parametric-coded enhancement (in an amount scaled by a pa-
rameter α2 for the segment) and waveform-coded enhancement (in an amount determined by the value α1 for the
segment) is performed, such that the combination of parametric-coded enhancement and waveform-coded enhancement
generates the predetermined total amount of enhancement using the largest amount of waveform-coded enhancement
permitted by the model: T = (α1(Pw) + α2(Pp)), where, factor α1 is the maximum value which does not exceed gmax(t)
for the segment and allows attainment of the indicated equality (T = (α1(Pw) + α2(Pp)), and parameter α2 is the minimum
non-negative value which allows attainment of the indicated equality (T = (α1(Pw) + α2(Pp)).
[0104] In an alternative example, the artifacts of the parametric-coded enhancement are included in the assessment
(performed by the auditory masking model) so as to allow the coding artifacts (due to waveform-coded enhancement)
to become audible when this is favorable over the artifacts of the parametric-coded enhancement.
[0105] In variations on the FIG. 7 example (and examples similar to that of FIG. 7 which employ an auditory masking
model), sometimes referred to as auditory-model guided multi-band splitting embodiments, the relation between wave-
form-coded enhancement coding noise, N(f,t), in the reduced quality speech copy and the masking threshold Θ(f,t) may
not be uniform across all frequency bands. For example, the spectral characteristics of the waveform-coded enhancement
coding noise may be such that in a first frequency region the masking noise is about to exceed the masking threshold
while in a second frequency region the masking noise is well below the masked threshold. In the FIG. 7 example, the
maximal contribution of waveform-coded enhancement would be determined by the coding noise in the first frequency
region and the maximal scaling factor, g, that can be applied to the reduced quality speech copy is determined by the
coding noise and masking properties in the first frequency region. It is smaller than the maximum scaling factor, g, that
could be applied if determination of the maximum scaling factor were based only on the second frequency region. Overall
performance could be improved if the principles of temporal blending were applied separately in the two frequency regions.
[0106] In one implementation of auditory-model guided multi-band splitting, the unenhanced audio signal is divided
into M contiguous, non-overlapping frequency bands and the principles of temporal blending (i.e., hybrid speech en-
hancement with a blend of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement, in accordance with an embodiment
of the invention) are applied independently in each of the M bands. An alternative implementation partitions the spectrum
into a low band below a cutoff frequency, fc, and a high band above the cutoff frequency, fc. The low band is always
enhanced with waveform-coded enhancement and the upper band is always enhanced with parametric-coded enhance-
ment. The cutoff frequency is varied over time and always selected to be as high as possible under the constraint that
the waveform-coded enhancement coding noise at a predetermined total amount of speech enhancement, T, is below
the masking threshold. In other words, the maximum cutoff frequency at any time is: 

[0107] The embodiments described above have assumed that the means available to keep waveform-coded enhance-
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ment coding artifacts from becoming audible is to adjust the blending ratio (of waveform-coded to parametric-coded
enhancement) or to scale back the total amount of enhancement. An alternative is to control the amount of waveform-
coded enhancement coding noise through a variable allocation of bitrate to generate the reduced quality speech copy.
In an example of this alternative embodiment, a constant base amount of parametric-coded enhancement is applied,
and additional waveform-coded enhancement is applied to reach the desired (predetermined) amount of total enhance-
ment. The reduced quality speech copy is coded with a variable bitrate, and this bitrate is selected as the lowest bitrate
that keeps waveform-coded enhancement coding noise below the masked threshold of parametric-coded enhanced
main audio.
[0108] In some embodiments, the audio program whose speech content is to be enhanced in accordance with em-
bodiments of the invention includes speaker channels but not any object channel. In other embodiments, the audio
program whose speech content is to be enhanced in accordance with embodiments of the invention is an object based
audio program (typically a multichannel object based audio program) comprising at least one object channel and optionally
also at least one speaker channel.
[0109] Other aspects of this disclosure include an encoder configured to perform any example of the disclosed encoding
method to generate an encoded audio signal in response to an audio input signal (e.g., in response to audio data
indicative of a multichannel audio input signal), a decoder configured to decode such an encoded signal and perform
speech enhancement on the decoded audio content, and a system including such an encoder and such a decoder. The
FIG. 3 system is an example of such a system.
[0110] The system of FIG. 3 includes encoder 20, which is configured (e.g., programmed) to perform an example of
the encoding method to generate an encoded audio signal in response to audio data indicative of an audio program.
Typically, the program is a multichannel audio program. In some embodiments, the multichannel audio program comprises
only speaker channels. In other embodiments, the multichannel audio program is an object based audio program com-
prising at least one object channel and optionally also at least one speaker channel.
[0111] The audio data include data (identified as "mixed audio" data in FIG. 3) indicative of mixed audio content (a
mix of speech and non-speech content) and data (identified as "speech" data in FIG. 3) indicative of the speech content
of the mixed audio content.
[0112] The speech data undergo a time domain-to-frequency (QMF) domain transform in stage 21, and the resulting
QMF components are asserted to enhancement parameter generation element 23. The mixed audio data undergo a
time domain-to-frequency (QMF) domain transform in stage 22, and the resulting QMF components are asserted to
element 23 and to encoding subsystem 27.
[0113] The speech data are also asserted to subsystem 25 which is configured to generate waveform data (sometimes
referred to herein as a "reduced quality" or "low quality" speech copy) indicative of a low quality copy of the speech data,
for use in waveform-coded speech enhancement of the mixed (speech and non-speech) content determined by the
mixed audio data. The low quality speech copy comprises fewer bits than does the original speech data, is of objectionable
quality when rendered and perceived in isolation, and when rendered is indicative of speech having a waveform similar
(e.g., at least substantially similar) to the waveform of the speech indicated by the original speech data. Methods of
implementing subsystem 25 are known in the art. Examples are code excited linear prediction (CELP) speech coders
such as AMR and G729.1 or modern mixed coders such as MPEG Unified Speech and Audio Coding (USAC), typically
operated at a low bitrate (e.g., 20 kbps). Alternatively, frequency domain coders may be used, examples include Siren
(G722.1), MPEG 2 Layer II/III, MPEG AAC.
[0114] Hybrid speech enhancement performed (e.g., in subsystem 43 of decoder 40) in accordance with typical em-
bodiments of the invention includes a step of performing (on the waveform data) the inverse of the encoding performed
(e.g., in subsystem 25 of encoder 20) to generate the waveform data, to recover a low quality copy of the speech content
of the mixed audio signal to be enhanced. The recovered low quality copy of the speech is then used (with parametric
data, and data indicative of the mixed audio signal) to perform remaining steps of the speech enhancement.
[0115] Element 23 is configured to generate parametric data in response to data output from stages 21 and 22. The
parametric data, with the original mixed audio data, determines parametrically constructed speech which is a paramet-
rically reconstructed version of the speech indicated by the original speech data (i.e., the speech content of the mixed
audio data). The parametrically reconstructed version of the speech at least substantially matches (e.g., is a good
approximation of) the speech indicated by the original speech data. The parametric data determine a set of parametric-
coded enhancement parameters, p(t), for performing parametric-coded speech enhancement on each segment of the
unenhanced mixed content determined by the mixed audio data.
[0116] Blend indicator generation element 29 is configured to generate a blend indicator ("BI") in response to the data
output from stages 21 and 22. It is contemplated that the audio program indicated by the bitstream output from encoder
20 will undergo hybrid speech enhancement (e.g., in decoder 40) to determine a speech-enhanced audio program,
including by combining the unenhanced audio data of the original program with a combination of low quality speech data
(determined from the waveform data), and the parametric data. The blend indicator determines such combination (e.g.,
the combination has a sequence of states determined by a sequence of current values of the blend indicator), so that
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the speech-enhanced audio program has less audible speech enhancement coding artifacts (e.g., speech enhancement
coding artifacts which are better masked) than would either a purely waveform-coded speech-enhanced audio program
determined by combining only the low quality speech data with the unenhanced audio data or a purely parametric-coded
speech-enhanced audio program determined by combining only the parametrically constructed speech with the unen-
hanced audio data.
[0117] In variations on the FIG. 3 embodiment, the blend indicator employed for the hybrid speech enhancement is
not generated in the encoder (and is not included in the bitstream output from the encoder), but is instead generated
(e.g., in a variation on receiver 40) in response to the bitstream output from the encoder (which bitstream does includes
waveform data and parametric data).
[0118] It should be understood that the expression "blend indicator" is not intended to denote a single parameter or
value (or a sequence of single parameters or values) for each segment of the bitstream. Rather, it is contemplated that
in some embodiments, a blend indicator (for a segment of the bitstream) may be a set of two or more parameters or
values (e.g., for each segment, a parametric-coded enhancement control parameter, and a waveform-coded enhance-
ment control parameter).
[0119] Encoding subsystem 27 generates encoded audio data indicative of the audio content of the mixed audio data
(typically, a compressed version of the mixed audio data). Encoding subsystem 27 typically implements an inverse of
the transform performed in stage 22 as well as other encoding operations.
[0120] Formatting stage 28 is configured to assemble the parametric data output from element 23, the waveform data
output from element 25, the blend indicator generated in element 29, and the encoded audio data output from subsystem
27 into an encoded bitstream indicative of the audio program. The bitstream (which may have E-AC-3 or AC-3 format,
in some implementations) includes the unencoded parametric data, waveform data, and blend indicator.
[0121] The encoded audio bitstream (an encoded audio signal) output from encoder 20 is provided to delivery sub-
system 30. Delivery subsystem 30 is configured to store the encoded audio signal (e.g., to store data indicative of the
encoded audio signal) generated by encoder 20 and/or to transmit the encoded audio signal.
[0122] Decoder 40 is coupled and configured (e.g., programmed) to receive the encoded audio signal from subsystem
30 (e.g., by reading or retrieving data indicative of the encoded audio signal from storage in subsystem 30, or receiving
the encoded audio signal that has been transmitted by subsystem 30), and to decode data indicative of mixed (speech
and non-speech) audio content of the encoded audio signal, and to perform hybrid speech enhancement on the decoded
mixed audio content. Decoder 40 is typically configured to generate and output (e.g., to a rendering system, not shown
in FIG. 3) a speech-enhanced, decoded audio signal indicative of a speech-enhanced version of the mixed audio content
input to encoder 20. Alternatively, it includes such a rendering system which is coupled to receive the output of subsystem
43.
[0123] Buffer 44 (a buffer memory) of decoder 40 stores (e.g., in a non-transitory manner) at least one segment (e.g.,
frame) of the encoded audio signal (bitstream) received by decoder 40. In typical operation, a sequence of the segments
of the encoded audio bitstream is provided to buffer 44 and asserted from buffer 44 to deformatting stage 41.
[0124] Deformatting (parsing) stage 41 of decoder 40 is configured to parse the encoded bitstream from delivery
subsystem 30, to extract therefrom the parametric data (generated by element 23 of encoder 20), the waveform data
(generated by element 25 of encoder 20), the blend indicator (generated in element 29 of encoder 20), and the encoded
mixed (speech and non-speech) audio data (generated in encoding subsystem 27 of encoder 20).
[0125] The encoded mixed audio data is decoded in decoding subsystem 42 of decoder 40, and the resulting decoded,
mixed (speech and non-speech) audio data is asserted to hybrid speech enhancement subsystem 43 (and is optionally
output from decoder 40 without undergoing speech enhancement).
[0126] In response to control data (including the blend indicator) extracted by stage 41 from the bitstream (or generated
in stage 41 in response to metadata included in the bitstream), and in response to the parametric data and the waveform
data extracted by stage 41, speech enhancement subsystem 43 performs hybrid speech enhancement on the decoded
mixed (speech and non-speech) audio data from decoding subsystem 42 in accordance with an embodiment of the
invention. The speech-enhanced audio signal output from subsystem 43 is indicative of a speech-enhanced version of
the mixed audio content input to encoder 20.
[0127] In various implementations of encoder 20 of FIG. 3, subsystem 23 may generate any of the described examples
of prediction parameters, pi, for each tile of each channel of the mixed audio input signal, for use (e.g., in decoder 40)
for reconstruction of the speech component of a decoded mixed audio signal.
[0128] With a speech signal indicative of the speech content of the decoded mixed audio signal (e.g., the low quality
copy of the speech generated by subsystem 25 of encoder 20, or a reconstruction of the speech content generated
using prediction parameters, pi, generated by subsystem 23 of encoder 20), speech enhancement can be performed
(e.g., in subsystem of 43 of decoder 40 of FIG. 3) by mixing of the speech signal with the decoded mixed audio signal.
By applying a gain to the speech to be added (mixed in), it is possible to control the amount of speech enhancement.
For a 6 dB enhancement, the speech may be added with a 0 dB gain (provided that the speech in the speech-enhanced
mix has the same level as the transmitted or reconstructed speech signal). The speech-enhanced signal is: 
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[0129] In some embodiments, to achieve a speech enhancement gain, G, the following mixing gain is applied: 

[0130] In the case of channel independent speech reconstruction, the speech enhanced mix, Me, is obtained as: 

[0131] In the above-described example, the speech contribution in each channel of the mixed audio signal is recon-
structed with the same energy. When the speech has been transmitted as a side signal (e.g., as a low quality copy of
the speech content of a mixed audio signal) or when the speech is reconstructed using multiple channels (such as with
an MMSE predictor), the speech enhancement mixing requires speech rendering information in order to mix the speech
with the same distribution over the different channels as the speech component already present in the mixed audio
signal to be enhanced.
[0132] This rendering information may be provided by a rendering parameter ri for each channel, which can be rep-
resented as a rendering vector R which has form 

when there are three channels. The speech enhancement mixing is: 

[0133] In the case that there are multiple channels, and the speech (to be mixed with each channel of a mixed audio
signal) is reconstructed using prediction parameters pi, the previous equation can be written as: 

where I is the identity matrix.

5. SPEECH RENDERING

[0134] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a speech rendering system which implements conventional speech enhancement
mixing of form: 

[0135] In FIG. 4, the three-channel mixed audio signal to be enhanced is in (or is transformed into) the frequency
domain. The frequency components of left channel are asserted to an input of mixing element 52, the frequency com-
ponents of center channel are asserted to an input of mixing element 53, and the frequency components of right channel
are asserted to an input of mixing element 54.
[0136] The speech signal to be mixed with the mixed audio signal (to enhance the latter signal) may have been
transmitted as a side signal (e.g., as a low quality copy of the speech content of the mixed audio signal) or may have
been reconstructed from prediction parameters, pi, transmitted with the mixed audio signal. The speech signal is indicated
by frequency domain data (e.g., it comprises frequency components generated by transforming a time domain signal
into the frequency domain), and these frequency components are asserted to an input of mixing element 51, in which
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they are multiplied by the gain parameter, g.
[0137] The output of element 51 is asserted to rendering subsystem 50. Also asserted to rendering subsystem 50 are
CLD (channel level difference) parameters, CLD1 and CLD2, which have been transmitted with the mixed audio signal.
The CLD parameters (for each segment of the mixed audio signal) describe how the speech signal is mixed to the
channels of said segment of the mixed audio signal content. CLD1 indicates a panning coefficient for one pair of speaker
channels (e.g., which defines panning of the speech between the left and center channels), and CLD2 indicates a panning
coefficient for another pair of the speaker channels (e.g., which defines panning of the speech between the center and
right channels). Thus, rendering subsystem 50 asserts (to element 52) data indicative of R·g·Dr for the left channel (the
speech content, scaled by the gain parameter and the rendering parameter for the left channel), and this data is summed
with the left channel of the mixed audio signal in element 52. Rendering subsystem 50 asserts (to element 53) data
indicative of R·g·Dr for the center channel (the speech content, scaled by the gain parameter and the rendering parameter
for the center channel), and this data is summed with the center channel of the mixed audio signal in element 53.
Rendering subsystem 50 asserts (to element 54) data indicative of R·g·Dr for the right channel (the speech content,
scaled by the gain parameter and the rendering parameter for the right channel) and this data is summed with the right
channel of the mixed audio signal in element 54.
[0138] The outputs of elements 52, 53, and 54 are employed, respectively, to drive left speaker L, center speaker C,
and right speaker "Right."
[0139] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a speech rendering system which implements conventional speech enhancement
mixing of form: 

[0140] In FIG. 5, the three-channel mixed audio signal to be enhanced is in (or is transformed into) the frequency
domain. The frequency components of left channel are asserted to an input of mixing element 52, the frequency com-
ponents of center channel are asserted to an input of mixing element 53, and the frequency components of right channel
are asserted to an input of mixing element 54.
[0141] The speech signal to be mixed with the mixed audio signal is reconstructed (as indicated) from prediction
parameters, pi, transmitted with the mixed audio signal. Prediction parameter p1 is employed to reconstruct speech from
the first (left) channel of the mixed audio signal, prediction parameter p2 is employed to reconstruct speech from the
second (center) channel of the mixed audio signal, and prediction parameter p3 is employed to reconstruct speech from
the third (right) channel of the mixed audio signal. The speech signal is indicated by frequency domain data, and these
frequency components are asserted to an input of mixing element 51, in which they are multiplied by the gain parameter, g.
[0142] The output of element 51 is asserted to rendering subsystem 55. Also asserted to rendering subsystem are
CLD (channel level difference) parameters, CLD1 and CLD2, which have been transmitted with the mixed audio signal.
The CLD parameters (for each segment of the mixed audio signal) describe how the speech signal is mixed to the
channels of said segment of the mixed audio signal content. CLD1 indicates a panning coefficient for one pair of speaker
channels (e.g., which defines panning of the speech between the left and center channels), and CLD2 indicates a panning
coefficient for another pair of the speaker channels (e.g., which defines panning of the speech between the center and
right channels). Thus, rendering subsystem 55 asserts (to element 52) data indicative of R·g·P·M for the left channel
(the reconstructed speech content mixed with the left channel of the mixed audio content, scaled by the gain parameter
and the rendering parameter for the left channel, mixed with the left channel of the mixed audio content) and this data
is summed with the left channel of the mixed audio signal in element 52. Rendering subsystem 55 asserts (to element
53) data indicative of R·g·P·M for the center channel (the reconstructed speech content mixed with the center channel
of the mixed audio content, scaled by the gain parameter and the rendering parameter for the center channel), and this
data is summed with the center channel of the mixed audio signal in element 53. Rendering subsystem 55 asserts (to
element 54) data indicative of R·g·P·M for the right channel (the reconstructed speech content mixed with the right
channel of the mixed audio content, scaled by the gain parameter and the rendering parameter for the right channel)
and this data is summed with the right channel of the mixed audio signal in element 54.
[0143] The outputs of elements 52, 53, and 54 are employed, respectively, to drive left speaker L, center speaker C,
and right speaker "Right."
[0144] CLD (channel level difference) parameters are conventionally transmitted with speaker channel signals (e.g.,
to determine ratios between the levels at which different channels should be rendered). They are used in a novel way
in some embodiments of the invention (e.g., to pan enhanced speech, between speaker channels of a speech-enhanced
audio program).
[0145] In typical embodiments, the rendering parameters ri are (or are indicative of) upmix coefficients of the speech,
describing how the speech signal is mixed to the channels of the mixed audio signal to be enhanced. These coefficients
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may be efficiently transmitted to the speech enhancer using channel level difference parameters (CLDs). One CLD
indicates panning coefficients for two speakers. For example, 

where β1 indicates gain for the speaker feed for first speaker and β2 indicates gain for the speaker feed for the second
speaker at an instant during the pan. With CLD = 0, the panning is fully on the first speaker, whereas with CLD approaching
infinity, the panning is fully towards the second speaker. With CLDs defined in the dB domain, a limited number of
quantization levels may be sufficient to describe the panning.
[0146] With two CLDs, panning over three speakers can be defined. The CLDs can be derived as follows from the
rendering coefficients:

where  are the normalized rendering coefficients such that 

[0147] The rendering coefficients can then be reconstructed from the CLDs by: 

[0148] As noted elsewhere herein, waveform-coded speech enhancement uses a low-quality copy of the speech
content of the mixed content signal to be enhanced. The low-quality copy is typically coded at a low bitrate and transmitted
as a side signal with the mixed content signal, and therefore the low-quality copy typically contains significant coding
artifacts. Thus, waveform-coded speech enhancement provides a good speech enhancement performance in situations
with a low SNR (i.e. low ratio between speech and all other sounds indicated by the mixed content signal), and typically
provides poor performance (i.e., results in undesirable audible coding artifacts) in situations with high SNR.
[0149] Conversely, when the speech content (of a mixed content signal to be enhanced) is singled out (e.g., is provided
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as the only content of a center channel of a multi-channel, mixed content signal) or the mixed content signal otherwise
has high SNR, parametric-coded speech enhancement provides a good speech enhancement performance.
[0150] Therefore, waveform-coded speech enhancement and parametric-coded speech enhancement have comple-
mentary performance. Based on the properties of the signal whose speech content is to be enhanced, a class of em-
bodiments of the invention blends the two methods to leverage their performances.
[0151] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a speech rendering system in this class of embodiments which is configured to
perform hybrid speech enhancement. In one implementation, subsystem 43 of decoder 40 of FIG. 3 embodies the FIG.
6 system (except for the three speakers shown in FIG. 6). The hybrid speech enhancement (mixing) may be described by 

where R·g1·Dr is waveform-coded speech enhancement of the type implemented by the conventional FIG. 4 system,
R·g2·P·M is parametric-coded speech enhancement of the type implemented by the conventional FIG. 5 system, and
parameters g1 and g2 control the overall enhancement gain and the trade-off between the two speech enhancement
methods. An example of a definition of the parameters g1 and g2 is: 

where the parameter αc defines the trade-off between the parametric-coded speech enhancement and parametric-coded
speech enhancement methods. With a value of αc = 1, only the low-quality copy of speech is used for waveform-coded
speech enhancement. The parametric-coded enhancement mode is contributing fully to the enhancement when αc = 0.
Values of αc between 0 and 1 blend the two methods. In some implementations, αc is a wideband parameter (applying
to all frequency bands of the audio data). The same principles can be applied within individual frequency bands, such
that the blending is optimized in a frequency dependent manner using a different value of the parameter αc for each
frequency band.
[0152] In FIG. 6, the three-channel mixed audio signal to be enhanced is in (or is transformed into) the frequency
domain. The frequency components of left channel are asserted to an input of mixing element 65, the frequency com-
ponents of center channel are asserted to an input of mixing element 66, and the frequency components of right channel
are asserted to an input of mixing element 67.
[0153] The speech signal to be mixed with the mixed audio signal (to enhance the latter signal) includes a low quality
copy (identified as "Speech" in FIG. 6) of the speech content of the mixed audio signal which has been generated from
waveform data transmitted (in accordance with waveform-coded speech enhancement) with the mixed audio signal
(e.g., as a side signal), and a reconstructed speech signal (output from parametric-coded speech reconstruction element
68 of FIG. 6) which is reconstructed from the mixed audio signal and prediction parameters, pi, transmitted (in accordance
with parametric-coded speech enhancement) with the mixed audio signal. The speech signal is indicated by frequency
domain data (e.g., it comprises frequency components generated by transforming a time domain signal into the frequency
domain). The frequency components of the low quality speech copy are asserted to an input of mixing element 61, in
which they are multiplied by the gain parameter, g2. The frequency components of the parametrically reconstructed
speech signal are asserted from the output of element 68 to an input of mixing element 62, in which they are multiplied
by the gain parameter, g1. In alternative embodiments, the mixing performed to implement speech enhancement is
performed in the time domain, rather than in the frequency domain as in the FIG. 6 embodiment.
[0154] The output of elements 61 and 62 are summed by summation element 63 to generate the speech signal to be
mixed with the mixed audio signal, and this speech signal is asserted from the output of element 63 to rendering subsystem
64. Also asserted to rendering subsystem 64 are CLD (channel level difference) parameters, CLD1 and CLD2, which
have been transmitted with the mixed audio signal. The CLD parameters (for each segment of the mixed audio signal)
describe how the speech signal is mixed to the channels of said segment of the mixed audio signal content. CLD1
indicates a panning coefficient for one pair of speaker channels (e.g., which defines panning of the speech between the
left and center channels), and CLD2 indicates a panning coefficient for another pair of the speaker channels (e.g., which
defines panning of the speech between the center and right channels). Thus, rendering subsystem 64 asserts (to element
52) data indicative of R·g1·Dr+(R·g2·P)·M for the left channel (the reconstructed speech content mixed with the left
channel of the mixed audio content, scaled by the gain parameter and the rendering parameter for the left channel,
mixed with the left channel of the mixed audio content) and this data is summed with the left channel of the mixed audio
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signal in element 52. Rendering subsystem 64 asserts (to element 53) data indicative of R·g1·Dr+ (R·g2·P)·M for the
center channel (the reconstructed speech content mixed with the center channel of the mixed audio content, scaled by
the gain parameter and the rendering parameter for the center channel), and this data is summed with the center channel
of the mixed audio signal in element 53. Rendering subsystem 64 asserts (to element 54) data indicative of
R·g1·Dr+(R·g2·P)·M for the right channel (the reconstructed speech content mixed with the right channel of the mixed
audio content, scaled by the gain parameter and the rendering parameter for the right channel) and this data is summed
with the right channel of the mixed audio signal in element 54.
[0155] The outputs of elements 52, 53, and 54 are employed, respectively, to drive left speaker L, center speaker C,
and right speaker "Right."
[0156] The FIG. 6 system may implement temporal SNR-based switching when the parameter αc is constrained to
have either the value αc = 0 or the value αc = 1. Such an implementation is especially useful in strongly bitrate constrained
situations in which either the low quality speech copy data can be sent or the parametric data can be sent, but not both.
For example, in one such implementation, the low quality speech copy is transmitted with the mixed audio signal (e.g.,
as a side signal) only in segments for which αc = 1, and the prediction parameters, pi, are transmitted with the mixed
audio signal (e.g., as a side signal) only in segments for which αc = 0.
[0157] The switch (implemented by elements 61 and 62 of this implementation of FIG. 6) determines whether waveform-
coded enhancement or parametric-coded enhancement is to be performed on each segment, based on the ratio (SNR)
between speech and all the other audio content in the segment (this ratio in turn determines the value of ac). Such an
implementation may use a threshold value of the SNR to decide which method to choose: 

where τ is a threshold value (e.g., τ may be equal to 0).
[0158] Some implementations of FIG. 6 employ hysteresis to prevent fast alternating switching between the waveform-
coded enhancement and parametric-coded enhancement modes when the SNR is around the threshold value for several
frames.
[0159] The FIG. 6 system may implement temporal SNR-based blending when the parameter αc is allowed to have
any real value in the range from 0 through 1, inclusive.
[0160] One implementation of the FIG. 6 system uses two target values, τ1 and τ2 (of the SNR of a segment of the
mixed audio signal to be enhanced) beyond which one method (either waveform-coded enhancement or parametric-
coded enhancement) is always considered to provide the best performance. Between these targets, interpolation is
employed to determine the value of the parameter αc for the segment. For example, linear interpolation may be employed
to determine the value of parameter αc for the segment: 

[0161] Alternatively, other suitable interpolation schemes can be used. When the SNR is not available, the prediction
parameters in many implementations may be used to provide an approximation of the SNR.
[0162] In another class of embodiments, the combination of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to
be performed on each segment of an audio signal is determined by an auditory masking model. In typical embodiments
in this class, the optimal blending ratio for a blend of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to be performed
on a segment of an audio program uses the highest amount of waveform-coded enhancement that just keeps the coding
noise from becoming audible. An example of an embodiment of the method which employs an auditory masking model
is described herein with reference to FIG. 7.
[0163] More generally, the following considerations pertain to embodiments in which an auditory masking model is
used to determine a combination (e.g., blend) of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement to be performed
on each segment of an audio signal. In such embodiments, data indicative of a mix of speech and background audio,
A(t), to be referred to as an unenhanced audio mix, is provided and processed in accordance with the auditory masking
model (e.g., the model implemented by element 11 of FIG. 7). The model predicts a masking threshold Θ(f,t) for each
segment of the unenhanced audio mix. The masking threshold of each time-frequency tile of the unenhanced audio mix,
having temporal index n and frequency banding index b, may be denoted as Θn,b.
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[0164] The masking threshold Θn,b indicates for frame n and band b how much distortion may be added without being
audible. Let εD,n,b be the encoding error (i.e., quantization noise) of the low quality speech copy (to be employed for
waveform-coded enhancement), and εP,n,b be the parametric prediction error.
[0165] Some embodiments in this class implement a hard switch to the method (waveform-coded or parametric-coded
enhancement) that is best masked by the unenhanced audio mix content: 

[0166] In many practical situations, the exact parametric prediction error εP,n,b may not be available at the moment of
generating the speech enhancement parameters, since these may be generated before the unenhanced mixed mix is
encoded. Especially parametric coding schemes can have a significant effect on the error of a parametric reconstruction
of the speech from the mixed content channels.
[0167] Therefore, some alternative embodiments blend in parametric-coded speech enhancement (with waveform-
coded enhancement) when the coding artifacts in the low quality speech copy (to be employed for waveform-coded
enhancement) are not masked by the mixed content: 

in which τa is a distortion threshold beyond which only parametric-coded enhancement is applied. This solution starts
blending of waveform-coded and parametric-coded enhancement when the overall distortion is larger than the overall
masking potential. In practice this means that distortions were already audible. Therefore, a second threshold could be
used with a higher value than 0. Alternatively, one could use conditions that rather focus on the unmasked time-frequency
tiles instead of the average behavior.
[0168] Similarly, this approach can be combined with an SNR-guided blending rule when the distortions (coding
artifacts) in the low quality speech copy (to be employed for waveform-coded enhancement) are too high. An advantage
of this approach is that in cases of very low SNR the parametric-coded enhancement mode is not used as it produces
more audible noise than the distortions of the low quality speech copy.
[0169] In another embodiment, the type of speech enhancement performed for some time-frequency tiles deviates
from that determined by the example schemes described above (or similar schemes) when a spectral hole is detected
in each such time-frequency tile. Spectral holes can be detected for example by evaluating the energy in the corresponding
tile in the parametric reconstruction whereas the energy is 0 in the low quality speech copy (to be employed for waveform-
coded enhancement). If this energy exceeds a threshold, it may be considered as relevant audio. In these cases the
parameter αc for the tile may be set to 0 (or, depending on the SNR the parameter αc for the tile may be biased towards 0).
[0170] In some examples which are useful for understanding the invention, the encoder is operable in any selected
one of the following modes:

1. Channel independent parametric - In this mode, a parameter set is transmitted for each channel that contains
speech. Using these parameters, a decoder which receives the encoded audio program can perform parametric-
coded speech enhancement on the program to boost the speech in these channels by an arbitrary amount. An
example bitrate for transmission of the parameter set is 0.75 - 2.25 kbps.
2. Multichannel speech prediction - In this mode multiple channels of the mixed content are combined in a linear
combination to predict the speech signal. A parameter set is transmitted for each channel. Using these parameters,
a decoder which receives the encoded audio program can perform parametric-coded speech enhancement on the
program. Additional positional data is transmitted with the encoded audio program to enable rendering of the boosted
speech back into the mix. An example bitrate for transmission of the parameter set and positional data is 1.5 - 6.75
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kbps per dialog.
3. Waveform coded speech - In this mode, a low quality copy of the speech content of the audio program is transmitted
separately, by any suitable means, in parallel with the regular audio content (e.g., as a separate substream). A
decoder which receives the encoded audio program can perform waveform-coded speech enhancement on the
program by mixing in the separate low quality copy of the speech content with the main mix. Mixing the low quality
copy of the speech with a gain of 0 dB will typically boost the speech by 6 dB, as the amplitude is doubled. For this
mode also positional data is transmitted such that the speech signal is distributed correctly over the relevant channels.
An example bitrate for transmission of the low quality copy of the speech and positional data is more than 20 kbps
per dialog.
4. Waveform-parametric hybrid - In this mode, both a low quality copy of the speech content of the audio program
(for use in performing waveform-coded speech enhancement on the program), and a parameter set for each speech-
containing channel (for use in performing parametric-coded speech enhancement on the program) are transmitted
in parallel with the unenhanced mixed (speech and non-speech) audio content of the program. When the bitrate for
the low quality copy of the speech is reduced, more coding artifacts become audible in this signal and the bandwidth
required for transmitting is reduced. Also transmitted is a blend indicator which determines a combination of wave-
form-coded speech enhancement and parametric-coded speech enhancement to be performed on each segment
of the program using the low quality copy of the speech and the parameter set. At a receiver, hybrid speech en-
hancement is performed on the program, including by performing a combination of waveform-coded speech en-
hancement and parametric-coded speech enhancement determined by the blend indicator, thereby generating data
indicative of a speech-enhanced audio program. Again, positional data is also transmitted with the unenhanced
mixed audio content of the program to indicate where to render the speech signal. An advantage of this approach
is that the required receiver/decoder complexity can be reduced if the receiver/decoder discards the low quality
copy of the speech and applies only the parameter set to perform parametric-coded enhancement. An example
bitrate for transmission of the low quality copy of the speech, parameter set, blend indicator, and positional data is
8 - 24 kbps per dialog.

[0171] For practical reasons the speech enhancement gain may be limited to the 0 - 12 dB range. An encoder may
be implemented to be capable of further reducing the upper limit of this range further by means of a bitstream field. In
some embodiments, the syntax of the encoded program (output from the encoder) would support multiple simultaneous
enhanceable dialogs (in addition to the program’s non-speech content), such that each dialog can be reconstructed and
rendered separately. In these embodiments, in the latter modes, speech enhancements for simultaneous dialogs (from
multiple sources at different spatial positions) would be rendered at a single position.
[0172] In some embodiments in which the encoded audio program is an object-based audio program, one or more (of
the maximum total number of) object clusters may be selected for speech enhancement. CLD value pairs may be included
in the encoded program for use by the speech enhancement and rendering system to pan the enhanced speech between
the object clusters. Similarly, in some embodiments in which the encoded audio program includes speaker channels in
a conventional 5.1 format, one or more of the front speaker channels may be selected for speech enhancement.
[0173] Another aspect of the this disclosure is a method (e.g., a method performed by decoder 40 of FIG. 3) for
decoding and performing hybrid speech enhancement on an encoded audio signal which has been generated in ac-
cordance with an embodiment of the disclosed encoding method.
[0174] The invention may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or software, or a combination of both (e.g., as a
programmable logic array). Unless otherwise specified, the algorithms or processes included as part of the invention
are not inherently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. In particular, various general-purpose machines
may be used with programs written in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may be more convenient to construct
more specialized apparatus (e.g., integrated circuits) to perform the required method steps. Thus, the invention may be
implemented in one or more computer programs executing on one or more programmable computer systems (e.g., a
computer system which implements decoder 40 of FIG. 3), each comprising at least one processor, at least one data
storage system (including volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one input device or port,
and at least one output device or port. Program code is applied to input data to perform the functions described herein
and generate output information. The output information is applied to one or more output devices, in known fashion.
[0175] Each such program may be implemented in any desired computer language (including machine, assembly, or
high level procedural, logical, or object oriented programming languages) to communicate with a computer system. In
any case, the language may be a compiled or interpreted language.
[0176] For example, when implemented by computer software instruction sequences, various functions and steps of
embodiments of the invention may be implemented by multithreaded software instruction sequences running in suitable
digital signal processing hardware, in which case the various devices, steps, and functions of the embodiments may
correspond to portions of the software instructions.
[0177] Each such computer program is preferably stored on or downloaded to a storage media or device (e.g., solid
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state memory or media, or magnetic or optical media) readable by a general or special purpose programmable computer,
for configuring and operating the computer when the storage media or device is read by the computer system to perform
the procedures described herein. The system may also be implemented as a computer-readable storage medium,
configured with (i.e., storing) a computer program, where the storage medium so configured causes a computer system
to operate in a specific and predefined manner to perform the functions described herein.
[0178] A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various
modifications may be made without departing from the scope of the invention, as defined by the appended claims.
Numerous modifications and variations of the present invention are possible in light of the above teachings. It is to be
understood that within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifically
described herein.

6. MID/SIDE REPRESENTATION

[0179] Speech enhancement operations as described herein may be performed by an audio decoder based at least
in part on control data, control parameters, etc., in the M/S representation. The control data, control parameters, etc.,
in the M/S representation may be generated by an upstream audio encoder and extracted by the audio decoder from
an encoded audio signal generated by the upstream audio encoder.
[0180] In a parametric-coded enhancement mode in which speech content (e.g., one or more dialogs, etc.) is predicted
from mixed content, the speech enhancement operations may be generally represented with a single matrix, H, as shown
in the following expression: 

where the left-hand-side (LHS) represents a speech enhanced mixed content signal generated by the speech enhance-
ment operations as represented by the matrix H operating on an original mixed content signal on the right-hand-side
(RHS).
[0181] For the purpose of illustration, each of the speech enhanced mixed content signal (e.g., the LHS of expression
(30), etc.) and the original mixed content signal (e.g., the original mixed content signal operated by H in expression (30),
etc.) comprises two component signals having speech enhanced and original mixed content in two channels, c1 and c2,
respectively. The two channels c1 and c2 may be non M/S audio channels (e.g., left front channel, right front channel,
etc.) based on a non-M/S representation. It should be noted that in various embodiments, each of the speech enhanced
mixed content signal and the original mixed content signal may further comprise component signals having non-speech
content in channels (e.g., surround channels, a low-frequency-effect channel, etc.) other than the two non-M/S channels
c1 and c2. It should be further noted that in various embodiments, each of the speech enhanced mixed content signal
and the original mixed content signal may possibly comprise component signals having speech content in one, two, as
illustrated in expression (30), or more than two channels. Speech content as described herein may comprise one, two
or more dialogs.
[0182] In some embodiments, the speech enhancement operations as represented by H in expression (30) may be
used (e.g., as directed by an SNR-guided blending rule, etc.) for time slices (segments) of the mixed content with relatively
high SNR values between the speech content and other (e.g., non-speech, etc.) content in the mixed content.
[0183] The matrix H may be rewritten/expanded as a product of a matrix, HMS representing enhancement operations
in the M/S representation, multiplied on the right with a forward transformation matrix from the non-M/S representation
to the M/S representation and multiplied on the left with an inverse (which comprises a factor of 1/2) of the forward
transformation matrix, as shown in the following expression: 

where the example transformation matrix on the right of the matrix HMS defines the mid-channel mixed content signal
in the M/S representation as the sum of the two mixed content signals in the two channels c1 and c2, and defines the
side-channel mixed content signal in the M/S representation as the difference of the two mixed content signals in the
two channels c1 and c2, based on the forward transformation matrix. It should be noted that in various embodiments,
other transformation matrixes (e.g., assigning different weights to different non-M/S channels, etc.) other than the example
transformation matrixes shown in expression (31) may also be used to transform the mixed content signals from one
representation to a different representation. For example,, for dialog enhancement with the dialog rendered not in the
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phantom center but panned between the two signals with unequal weights λ1 and λ2. The M/S transformation matrices
may be modified to minimize the energy of the dialog component in the side signal, as shown in the following expression: 

[0184] In an example embodiment, the matrix HMS representing enhancement operations in the M/S representation
may be defined as a diagonalized (e.g., Hermitian, etc.) matrix as shown in the following expression: 

where p1 and p2 represent mid-channel and side-channel prediction parameters, respectively. Each of the prediction
parameters p1 and p2 may comprise a time-varying prediction parameter set for time-frequency tiles of a corresponding
mixed content signal in the M/S representation to be used for reconstructing speech content from the mixed content
signal. The gain parameter g corresponds to a speech enhancement gain, G, for example, as shown in expression (10).
[0185] In some embodiments, the speech enhancement operations in the M/S representation are performed in the
parametric channel independent enhancement mode. In some embodiments, the speech enhancement operations in
the M/S representation are performed with the predicted speech content in both the mid-channel signal and the side-
channel signal, or with the predicted speech content in the mid-channel signal only. For the purpose of illustration, the
speech enhancement operations in the M/S representation are performed with the mixed content signal in the mid-
channel only, as shown in the following expression: 

where the prediction parameter p1 comprises a single prediction parameter set for time-frequency tiles of the mixed
content signal in mid-channel of the M/S representation to be used for reconstructing speech content from the mixed
content signal in the mid-channel only.
[0186] Based on the diagonalized matrix HMS given in expression (33), speech enhancement operations in the para-
metric enhancement mode, as represented by expression (31), can be further reduced to the following expression, which
provides an explicit example of the matrix H in expression (30): 

[0187] In a waveform-parametric hybrid enhancement mode, speech enhancement operations can be represented in
the M/S representation with the following example expressions: 

where m1 and m2 denote the mid-channel mixed content signal (e.g., the sum of the mixed content signals in the non-
M/S channels such as left and right front channels, etc.) and the side-channel mixed content signal (e.g., the difference
of the mixed content signals in the non-M/S channels such as left and right front channels, etc.), respectively, in a mixed
content signal vector M. A signal, dc,1 denotes the mid-channel dialog waveform signal (e.g., encoded waveforms
representing a reduced version of a dialog in the mixed content, etc.) in a dialog signal vector Dc of the M/S representation.
A matrix, Hd, represents speech enhancement operations in the M/S representation based on the dialog signal dc,1 in
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the mid-channel of the M/S representation, and may comprise only one matrix element at row 1 and column 1 (1x1). A
matrix, Hp, represents speech enhancement operations in the M/S representation based on a reconstructed dialog using
the prediction parameter p1 for the mid-channel of the M/S representation. In some embodiments, gain parameters g1
and g2 collectively (e.g., after being respectively applied to the dialog waveform signal and the reconstructed dialog,
etc.) correspond to a speech enhancement gain, G, for example, as depicted in expressions (23) and (24). Specifically,
the parameter g1 is applied in the waveform-coded speech enhancement operations relating to the dialog signal dc,1 in
the mid-channel of the M/S representation, whereas the parameter g2 is applied in the parametric-coded speech en-
hancement operations relating to the mixed content signals m1 and m2 in the mid-channel and the side-channel of the
M/S representation. Parameters g1 and g2 control the overall enhancement gain and the trade-off between the two
speech enhancement methods.
[0188] In the non-M/S representation, the speech enhancement operations corresponding to those represented with
expression (35) can be represented with the following expressions: 

where the mixed content signals m1 and m2 in the M/S representation as shown in expression (35) is replaced with the
mixed content signals Mc1 and Mc2 in the non-M/S channels left multiplied with the forward transformation matrix between
the non-M/S representation and the M/S representation. The inverse transformation matrix (with a factor of ©) in ex-
pression (36) converts the speech enhanced mixed content signals in the M/S representation, as shown in expression
(35), back to speech enhanced mixed content signals in the non-M/S representation (e.g., left and right front channels,
etc.).
[0189] Additionally, optionally, or alternatively, in some embodiments in which no further QMF-based processing is
done after speech enhancement operations, some or all of the speech enhancement operations (e.g., as represented
by Hd, Hp, transformations, etc.) that combine speech enhanced content based on the dialog signal dc,1 and speech
enhanced mixed content based on the reconstructed dialog through prediction may be performed after a QMF synthesis
filterbank in the time domain for efficiency reasons.
[0190] A prediction parameter used to construct/predict speech content from a mixed content signal in one or both of
the mid-channel and the side-channel of the M/S representation may be generated based on one of one or more prediction
parameter generation methods including but not limited only to, any of: channel-independent dialog prediction methods
as depicted in FIG. 1, multichannel dialog prediction methods as depicted in FIG. 2, etc. In some embodiments, at least
one of the prediction parameter generation methods may be based on MMSE, gradient descent, one or more other
optimization methods, etc.
[0191] In some embodiments, a "blind" temporal SNR-based switching method as previously discussed may be used
between parametric-coded enhancement data (e.g., relating to speech enhanced content based on the dialog signal
dc,1, etc.) and waveform-coded enhancement (e.g., relating to speech enhanced mixed content based on the recon-
structed dialog through prediction, etc.) of segments of an audio program in the M/S representation.
[0192] In some embodiments, a combination (e.g., indicated by a blend indicator previously discussed, a combination
of g1 and g2 in expression (35), etc.) of the waveform data (e.g., relating to speech enhanced content based on the
dialog signal dc,1, etc.) and the reconstructed speech data (e.g., relating to speech enhanced mixed content based on
the reconstructed dialog through prediction, etc.) in the M/S representation changes over time, with each state of the
combination pertaining to the speech and other audio content of a corresponding segment of the bitstream that carries
the waveform data and the mixed content used in reconstructing speech data. The blend indicator is generated such
that the current state of the combination (of waveform data and reconstructed speech data) is determined by signal
properties of the speech and other audio content (e.g., a ratio of the power of speech content and the power of other
audio content, a SNR, etc.) in the corresponding segment of the program. The blend indicator for a segment of an audio
program may be a blend indicator parameter (or parameter set) generated in subsystem 29 of the encoder of FIG. 3 for
the segment. An auditory masking model as previously discussed may be used to predict more accurately how coding
noises in the reduced quality speech copy in the dialog signal vector Dc is being masked by the audio mix of the main
program and to select the blending ratio accordingly.
[0193] Subsystem 28 of encoder 20 of FIG. 3 may be configured to include blend indicators relating to M/S speech
enhancement operations in the bitstream as a part of the M/S speech enhancement metadata to be output from encoder
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20. Blend indicators relating to M/S speech enhancement operations may be generated (e.g., in subsystem 13 of the
encoder of FIG. 7) from scaling factors gmax(t) relating to coding artifacts in the dialog signal Dc, etc. The scaling factors
gmax(t) may be generated by subsystem 14 of the FIG. 7 encoder. Subsystem 13 of the FIG. 7 encoder may be configured
to include the blend indicators in the bitstream to be output from the FIG. 7 encoder. Additionally, optionally, or alternatively,
subsystem 13 may include, in the bitstream to be output from the FIG. 7 encoder, the scaling factors gmax(t) generated
by subsystem 14.
[0194] In some embodiments, the unenhanced audio mix, A(t), generated by operation 10 of FIG. 7 represents (e.g.,
time segments of, etc.) a mixed content signal vector in the reference audio channel configuration. The parametric-
coded enhancement parameters, p(t), generated by element 12 of FIG. 7 represents at least a part of M/S speech
enhancement metadata for performing parametric-coded speech enhancement in the M/S representation with respect
to each segment of the mixed content signal vector. In some embodiments, the reduced quality speech copy, s’(t),
generated by coder 15 of FIG. 7 represents a dialog signal vector in the M/S representation (e.g., with the mid-channel
dialog signal, the side-channel dialog signal, etc.).
[0195] In some embodiments, element 14 of FIG. 7 generates the scaling factors, gmax(t), and provides them to
encoding element 13. In some embodiments, element 13 generates an encoded audio bitstream indicative of the (e.g.,
unenhanced, etc.) mixed content signal vector in the reference audio channel configuration, the M/S speech enhancement
metadata, the dialog signal vector in the M/S representation if applicable, and the scaling factors gmax(t) if applicable,
for each segment of the audio program, and this encoded audio bitstream may be transmitted or otherwise delivered to
a receiver.
[0196] When the unenhanced audio signal in a non-M/S representation is delivered (e.g., transmitted) with M/S speech
enhancement metadata to a receiver, the receiver may transform each segment of the unenhanced audio signal in the
M/S representation and perform M/S speech enhancement operations indicated by the M/S speech enhancement meta-
data for the segment. The dialog signal vector in the M/S representation for a segment of program can be provided with
the unenhanced mixed content signal vector in the non-M/S representation if speech enhancement operations for the
segment are to be performed in the hybrid speech enhancement mode, or in the waveform-coded enhancement mode.
If applicable, a receiver which receives and parses the bitstream may be configured to generate the blend indicators in
response to the scaling factors gmax(t) and determine the gain parameters g1 and g2 in expression (35).
[0197] In some embodiments, speech enhancement operations are performed at least partially in the M/S represen-
tation in a receiver to which the encoded output of element 13 has been delivered. In an example, on each segment of
the unenhanced mixed content signal, the gain parameters g1 and g2 in expression (35) corresponding to a predetermined
(e.g., requested) total amount of enhancement may be applied based at least in part on blending indicators parsed from
the bitstream received by the receiver. In another example, on each segment of the unenhanced mixed content signal,
the gain parameters g1 and g2 in expression (35) corresponding to a predetermined (e.g., requested) total amount of
enhancement may be applied based at least in part on blending indicators as determined from scale factors gmax(t) for
the segment parsed from the bitstream received by the receiver.
[0198] In some embodiments, element 23 of encoder 20 of FIG. 3 is configured to generate parametric data including
M/S speech enhancement metadata (e.g., prediction parameters to reconstruct dialog/speech content from mixed content
in the mid-channel and/or in the side-channel, etc.) in response to data output from stages 21 and 22. In some embod-
iments, blend indicator generation element 29 of encoder 20 of FIG. 3 is configured to generate a blend indicator ("BI")
to determining a combination of parametrically speech enhanced content (e.g., with the gain parameter g1, etc.) and
waveform-based speech enhanced content (e.g., with the gain parameter g1, etc.) in response to the data output from
stages 21 and 22.
[0199] In variations on the FIG. 3 embodiment, the blend indicator employed for M/S hybrid speech enhancement is
not generated in the encoder (and is not included in the bitstream output from the encoder), but is instead generated
(e.g., in a variation on receiver 40) in response to the bitstream output from the encoder (which bitstream does includes
waveform data in the M/S channels and M/S speech enhancement metadata).
[0200] Decoder 40 is coupled and configured (e.g., programmed) to receive the encoded audio signal from subsystem
30 (e.g., by reading or retrieving data indicative of the encoded audio signal from storage in subsystem 30, or receiving
the encoded audio signal that has been transmitted by subsystem 30), and to decode data indicative of mixed (speech
and non-speech) content signal vector in the reference audio channel configuration from the encoded audio signal, and
to perform speech enhancement operations at least in part in the M/S representation on the decoded mixed content in
the reference audio channel configuration. Decoder 40 may be configured to generate and output (e.g., to a rendering
system, etc.) a speech-enhanced, decoded audio signal indicative of speech-enhanced mixed content.
[0201] In some embodiments, some or all of the rendering systems depicted in FIG. 4 through FIG. 6 may be configured
to render speech enhanced mixed content generated by M/S speech enhancement operations at least some of which
are operations performed in the M/S representation. FIG. 6A illustrates an example rendering system configured to
perform the speech enhancement operations as represented in expression (35).
[0202] The rendering system of FIG. 6A may be configured to perform parametric speech enhancement operations
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in response to determining that at least one gain parameter (e.g., g2 in expression (35), etc.) used in the parametric
speech enhancement operations is non-zero (e.g., in hybrid enhancement mode, in parametric enhancement mode,
etc.). For example, upon such a determination, subsystem 68A of Fig. 6A can be configured to perform a transformation
on a mixed content signal vector ("mixed audio (T/F)") that is distributed over non-M/S channels to generate a corre-
sponding mixed content signal vector that is distributed over M/S channels. This transformation may use a forward
transformation matrix as appropriate. Prediction parameters (e.g., p1, p2, etc.), gain parameters (e.g., g2 in expression
(35), etc.) for parametric enhancement operations may be applied to predict speech content from the mixed content
signal vector of the M/S channels and enhance the predicted speech content.
[0203] The rendering system of FIG. 6A may be configured to perform waveform-coded speech enhancement oper-
ations in response to determining that at least one gain parameter (e.g., g1 in expression (35), etc.) used in the waveform-
coded speech enhancement operations is non-zero (e.g., in hybrid enhancement mode, in waveform-coded enhancement
mode, etc.). For example, upon such a determination, the rendering system of Fig. 6A can be configured to receive/extract,
from the received encoded audio signal, a dialog signal vector (e.g., with a reduced version of speech content present
in the mixed content signal vector) that is distributed over M/S channels. Gain parameters (e.g., g1 in expression (35),
etc.) for waveform-coded enhancement operations may be applied to enhance speech content represented by the dialog
signal vector of the M/S channels. A user-definable enhancement gain (G) may be used to derive gain parameters g1
and g2 using a blending parameter, which may or may not be present in the bitstream. In some embodiments, the
blending parameter to be used with the user-definable enhancement gain (G) to derive gain parameters g1 and g2 can
be extracted from metadata in the received encoded audio signal. In some other embodiments, such a blending parameter
may not be extracted from metadata in the received encoded audio signal, but rather can be derived by a recipient
encoder based on the audio content in the received encoded audio signal.
[0204] In some embodiments, a combination of the parametrical enhanced speech content and the waveform-coded
enhanced speech content in the M/S representation is asserted or inputted to subsystem 64A of FIG. 6A. Subsystem
64A of Fig. 6 can be configured to perform a transformation on the combination of enhanced speech content that is
distributed over M/S channels to generate an enhanced speech content signal vector that is distributed over non-M/S
channels. This transformation may use an inverse transformation matrix as appropriate. The enhanced speech content
signal vector of the non-M/S channels may be combined with the mixed content signal vector ("mixed audio (T/F)") that
is distributed over the non-M/S channels to generate a speech enhanced mixed content signal vector.
[0205] In some embodiments, the syntax of the encoded audio signal (e.g., output from encoder 20 of FIG. 3, etc.)
supports a transmission of an M/S flag from an upstream audio encoder (e.g., encoder 20 of FIG. 3, etc.) to downstream
audio decoders (e.g., decoder 40 of FIG. 3, etc.). The M/S flag is present/set by the audio encoder (e.g., element 23 in
encoder 20 of FIG. 3, etc.) when speech enhancement operations are to be performed by a recipient audio decoder
(e.g., decoder 40 of FIG. 3, etc.) at least in part with M/S control data, control parameters, etc., that are transmitted with
the M/S flag. For example, when the M/S flag is set, a stereo signal (e.g., from left and right channels, etc.) in non-M/S
channels may be first transformed by the recipient audio decoder (e.g., decoder 40 of FIG. 3, etc.) to the mid-channel
and the side-channel of the M/S representation before applying M/S speech enhancement operations with the M/S
control data, control parameters, etc., as received with the M/S flag, according to one or more of speech enhancement
algorithms (e.g., channel-independent dialog prediction, multichannel dialog prediction, waveform-based, waveform-
parametric hybrid, etc.). In the recipient audio decoder (e.g., decoder 40 of FIG. 3, etc.), after the M/S speech enhancement
operations are performed, the speech enhanced signals in the M/S representation may be transformed back to the non-
M/S channels.
[0206] In some embodiments, speech enhancement metadata generated by an audio encoder (e.g., encoder 20 of
FIG. 3, element 23 of encoder 20 of FIG. 3, etc.) as described herein can carry one or more specific flags to indicate
the presence of one or more sets of speech enhancement control data, control parameters, etc., for one or more different
types of speech enhancement operations. The one or more sets of speech enhancement control data, control parameters,
etc., for the one or more different types of speech enhancement operations may, but are not limited to only, include a
set of M/S control data, control parameters, etc., as M/S speech enhancement metadata. The speech enhancement
metadata may also include a preference flag to indicate which type of speech enhancement operations (e.g., M/S speech
enhancement operations, non-M/S speech enhancement operations, etc.) is preferred for the audio content to be speech
enhanced. The speech enhancement metadata may be delivered to a downstream decoder (e.g., decoder 40 of FIG.
3, etc.) as a part of metadata delivered in an encoded audio signal that includes mixed audio content encoded for a non-
M/S reference audio channel configuration. In some embodiments, only M/S speech enhancement metadata but not
non-M/S speech enhancement metadata is included in the encoded audio signal.
[0207] Additionally, optionally, or alternatively, an audio decoder (e.g., 40 of FIG. 3, etc.) can be configured to determine
and perform a specific type (e.g., M/S speech enhancement, non-M/S speech enhancement, etc.) of speech enhancement
operations based on one or more factors. These factors may include, but are not limited only to: one or more of user
input that specifies a preference for a specific user-selected type of speech enhancement operation, user input that
specifies a preference for a system-selected type of speech enhancement operations, capabilities of the specific audio
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channel configuration operated by the audio decoder, availability of speech enhancement metadata for the specific type
of speech enhancement operation, any encoder-generated preference flag for a type of speech enhancement operation,
etc. In some embodiments, the audio decoder may implement one or more precedence rules, may solicit further user
input, etc., to determine a specific type of speech enhancement operation if these factors conflict among themselves.

7. EXAMPLE PROCESS FLOWS

[0208] FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B illustrate example process flows. In some embodiments, one or more computing devices
or units in a media processing system may perform this process flow.
[0209] FIG. 8A illustrates an example process which is useful for understanding the invention. The example process
flow may be implemented by an audio encoder (e.g., encoder 20 of FIG. 3) as described herein. In block 802 of FIG.
8A, the audio encoder receives mixed audio content, having a mix of speech content and non-speech audio content, in
a reference audio channel representation, that is distributed over a plurality of audio channels of the reference audio
channel representation.
[0210] In block 804, the audio encoder transforms one or more portions of the mixed audio content that are distributed
over one or more non-Mid/Side (M/S) channels in the plurality of audio channels of the reference audio channel repre-
sentation into one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in an M/S audio channel representation that are
distributed over one or more M/S channels of the M/S audio channel representation.
[0211] In block 806, the audio encoder determines M/S speech enhancement metadata for the one or more portions
of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation.
[0212] In block 808, the audio encoder generates an audio signal that comprises the mixed audio content in the
reference audio channel representation and the M/S speech enhancement metadata for the one or more portions of
transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation.
[0213] In an example, the audio encoder is further configured to perform: generating a version of the speech content,
in the M/S audio channel representation, separate from the mixed audio content; and outputting the audio signal encoded
with the version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel representation.
[0214] In an example, the audio encoder is further configured to perform: generating blend indicating data that enables
a recipient audio decoder to apply speech enhancement to the mixed audio content with a specific quantitative combi-
nation of waveform-coded speech enhancement based on the version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel
representation and parametric speech enhancement based on a reconstructed version of the speech content in the M/S
audio channel representation; and outputting the audio signal encoded with the blend indicating data.
[0215] In an example, the audio encoder is further configured to prevent encoding the one or more portions of trans-
formed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation as a part of the audio signal.
[0216] FIG. 8B illustrates an example process flow that may be implemented by an audio decoder (e.g., decoder 40
of FIG. 3) as described herein. In block 822 of FIG. 8B, the audio decoder receives an audio signal that comprises mixed
audio content in a reference audio channel representation and Mid/Side (M/S) speech enhancement metadata.
[0217] In block 824 of FIG. 8B, the audio decoder transforms one or more portions of the mixed audio content that
are distributed over one, two or more non-M/S channels in a plurality of audio channels of the reference audio channel
representation into one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in an M/S audio channel representation
that are distributed over one or more M/S channels of the M/S audio channel representation.
[0218] In block 826 of FIG. 8B, the audio decoder performs one or more M/S speech enhancement operations, based
on the M/S speech enhancement metadata, on the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S
audio channel representation to generate one or more portions of enhanced speech content in the M/S representation.
[0219] In block 828 of FIG. 8B, the audio decoder combines the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio
content in the M/S audio channel representation with the one or more of enhanced speech content in the M/S represen-
tation to generate one or more portions of speech enhanced mixed audio content in the M/S representation.
[0220] In an embodiment, the audio decoder is further configured to inversely transform the one or more portions of
speech enhanced mixed audio content in the M/S representation to one or more portions of speech enhanced mixed
audio content in the reference audio channel representation.
[0221] In an embodiment, the audio decoder is further configured to perform: extracting a version of the speech content,
in the M/S audio channel representation, separate from the mixed audio content from the audio signal; and performing
one or more speech enhancement operations, based on the M/S speech enhancement metadata, on one or more
portions of the version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel representation to generate one or more second
portions of enhanced speech content in the M/S audio channel representation.
[0222] In an embodiment, the audio decoder is further configured to perform: determining blend indicating data for
speech enhancement; and generating, based on the blend indicating data for speech enhancement, a specific quantitative
combination of waveform-coded speech enhancement based on the version of the speech content in the M/S audio
channel representation and parametric speech enhancement based on a reconstructed version of the speech content
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in the M/S audio channel representation.
[0223] In an embodiment, the blend indicating data is generated based at least in part on one or more SNR values
for the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation. The one or
more SNR values represents one or more of ratios of power of speech content and non-speech audio content of the
one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation, or ratios of power of
speech content and total audio content of the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio
channel representation.
[0224] In an embodiment, the specific quantitative combination of waveform-coded speech enhancement based on
the version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel representation and parametric speech enhancement based
on a reconstructed version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel representation is determined with an auditory
masking model in which the waveform-coded speech enhancement based on the version of the speech content in the
M/S audio channel representation represents a greatest relative amount of speech enhancement in a plurality of com-
binations of waveform-coded speech enhancements and the parametric speech enhancement that ensures that coding
noise in an output speech-enhanced audio program is not objectionably audible.
[0225] In an embodiment at least a portion of the M/S speech enhancement metadata enables a recipient audio
decoder to reconstruct a version of the speech content in the M/S representation from the mixed audio content in the
reference audio channel representation.
[0226] In an embodiment, the M/S speech enhancement metadata comprises metadata relating to one or more of
waveform-coded speech enhancement operations in the M/S audio channel representation, or parametric speech en-
hancement operations in the M/S audio channel.
[0227] In an embodiment, the reference audio channel representation comprises audio channels relating to surround
speakers. In an embodiment, the one or more non-M/S channels of the reference audio channel representation comprise
one or more of a center channel, a left channel, or a right channel, whereas the one or more M/S channels of the M/S
audio channel representation comprise one or more of a mid-channel or a side-channel.
[0228] In an embodiment, the M/S speech enhancement metadata comprises a single set of speech enhancement
metadata relating to a mid-channel of the M/S audio channel representation. In an embodiment, the M/S speech en-
hancement metadata represents a part of overall audio metadata encoded in the audio signal. In an embodiment, audio
metadata encoded in the audio signal comprises a data field to indicate a presence of the M/S speech enhancement
metadata. In an embodiment, the audio signal is a part of an audiovisual signal.
[0229] In an embodiment, an apparatus comprising a processor is configured to perform the decoding method as
described herein.
[0230] In an embodiment, a non-transitory computer readable storage medium, comprising software instructions,
which when executed by one or more processors cause performance of any one of the decoding methods as described
herein. Note that, although separate embodiments are discussed herein, any combination of embodiments and/or partial
embodiments discussed herein may be combined to form further embodiments.

8. IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - HARDWARE OVERVIEW

[0231] According to one embodiment, the techniques described herein are implemented by one or more special-
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or
may include digital electronic devices such as one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques, or may include one or
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions
in firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose computing devices may also combine
custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose
computing devices may be desktop computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, networking de-
vices or any other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0232] For example, FIG. 9 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 900 upon which an embodiment of
the invention may be implemented. Computer system 900 includes a bus 902 or other communication mechanism for
communicating information, and a hardware processor 904 coupled with bus 902 for processing information. Hardware
processor 904 may be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor.
[0233] Computer system 900 also includes a main memory 906, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 902 for storing information and instructions to be executed by processor 904.
Main memory 906 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during execution
of instructions to be executed by processor 904. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory storage media accessible
to processor 904, render computer system 900 into a special-purpose machine that is device-specific to perform the
operations specified in the instructions.
[0234] Computer system 900 further includes a read only memory (ROM) 908 or other static storage device coupled
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to bus 902 for storing static information and instructions for processor 904. A storage device 910, such as a magnetic
disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 902 for storing information and instructions.
[0235] Computer system 900 may be coupled via bus 902 to a display 912, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD), for
displaying information to a computer user. An input device 914, including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to
bus 902 for communicating information and command selections to processor 904. Another type of user input device is
cursor control 916, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction information and
command selections to processor 904 and for controlling cursor movement on display 912. This input device typically
has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify
positions in a plane.
[0236] Computer system 900 may implement the techniques described herein using device-specific hard-wired logic,
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which in combination with the computer system causes
or programs computer system 900 to be a special-purpose machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques
herein are performed by computer system 900 in response to processor 904 executing one or more sequences of one
or more instructions contained in main memory 906. Such instructions may be read into main memory 906 from another
storage medium, such as storage device 910. Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main memory
906 causes processor 904 to perform the process steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired
circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with software instructions.
[0237] The term "storage media" as used herein refers to any non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions
that cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion. Such storage media may comprise non-volatile media and/or
volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 910. Volatile
media includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 906. Common forms of storage media include, for example, a
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a
CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge.
[0238] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media
participates in transferring information between storage media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial cables,
copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 902. Transmission media can also take the form of
acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.
[0239] Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions to
processor 904 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive
of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions
over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer system 900 can receive the data on the telephone
line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data
carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 902. Bus 902 carries the data to main
memory 906, from which processor 904 retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions received by main
memory 906 may optionally be stored on storage device 910 either before or after execution by processor 904.
[0240] Computer system 900 also includes a communication interface 918 coupled to bus 902. Communication inter-
face 918 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a network link 920 that is connected to a local network
922. For example, communication interface 918 may be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem,
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communication connection to a corresponding type of telephone line.
As another example, communication interface 918 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data commu-
nication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be implemented. In any such implementation, com-
munication interface 918 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams
representing various types of information.
[0241] Network link 920 typically provides data communication through one or more networks to other data devices.
For example, network link 920 may provide a connection through local network 922 to a host computer 924 or to data
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 926. ISP 926 in turn provides data communication services
through the world wide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the "Internet" 928. Local
network 922 and Internet 928 both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The
signals through the various networks and the signals on network link 920 and through communication interface 918,
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 900, are example forms of transmission media.
[0242] Computer system 900 can send messages and receive data, including program code, through the network(s),
network link 920 and communication interface 918. In the Internet example, a server 930 might transmit a requested
code for an application program through Internet 928, ISP 926, local network 922 and communication interface 918.
[0243] The received code may be executed by processor 904 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 910,
or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
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9. EQUIVALENTS, EXTENSIONS, ALTERNATIVES AND MISCELLANEOUS

[0244] In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the invention have been described with reference to numerous
specific details that may vary from implementation to implementation. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is
the invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the invention, is the set of claims that issue from this application,
in the specific form in which such claims issue, including any subsequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth
herein for terms contained in such claims shall govern the meaning of such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no
limitation, element, feature, feature, advantage or attribute that is not expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope
of such claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than
a restrictive sense.

Claims

1. A method in an audio decoder, comprising:

receiving an audio signal that comprises mixed audio content in a reference audio channel representation and
metadata for speech enhancement of one or more audio channels in a Mid/Side, M/S, audio channel represen-
tation, the mixed audio content having a mix of speech content and non-speech audio content;
transforming one or more portions of the mixed audio content that spread over two or more non-M/S channels
in a plurality of audio channels of the reference audio channel representation into one or more portions of
transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation that spread over one or more M/S
channels of the M/S audio channel representation, wherein the M/S audio channel representation comprises
at least a mid-channel and a side-channel, wherein the mid-channel represents a weighted or non-weighted
sum of two non-M/S channels of the reference audio channel representation, and wherein the side-channel
represents a weighted or non-weighted difference of the same two non-M/S channels of the reference audio
channel representation;
performing one or more speech enhancement operations, based on the metadata for speech enhancement,
on the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation to
generate one or more portions of enhanced speech content in the M/S representation;
combining the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation
with the one or more portions of enhanced speech content in the M/S representation to generate one or more
portions of speech enhanced mixed audio content in the M/S representation;
wherein the method is performed by one or more computing devices.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

extracting a version of the speech content, in the M/S audio channel representation, separate from the mixed
audio content from the audio signal; performing one or more speech enhancement operations, based on the
metadata for speech enhancement, on one or more portions of the version of the speech content in the M/S
audio channel representation to generate one or more second portions of enhanced speech content in the M/S
audio channel representation;
determining blend indicating data for speech enhancement; and
generating, based on the blend indicating data for speech enhancement, a specific quantitative combination of
waveform-coded speech enhancement based on the version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel
representation and parametric speech enhancement based on a reconstructed version of the speech content
in the M/S audio channel representation,
wherein waveform-coded speech enhancement based on the version of the speech content in the M/S audio
channel representation comprises adding the version of the speech content, in the M/S audio channel repre-
sentation, to the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel represen-
tation, and
wherein parametric speech enhancement based on a reconstructed version of the speech content in the M/S
audio channel representation comprises adding the reconstructed version of the speech content in the M/S
audio channel representation to the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio
channel representation.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the blend indicating data is generated, by one of an upstream audio encoder that
generates the audio signal or said audio decoder that receives the audio signal, based at least in part on one or
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more SNR values for the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel
representation, wherein the one or more SNR values represents one or more of ratios of power of speech content
and non-speech audio content of the one or more portions of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio
channel representation, or ratios of power of speech content and total audio content of the one or more portions of
one of transformed mixed audio content in the M/S audio channel representation or mixed audio content in a reference
audio channel representation.

4. The method of any of claims 2-3, wherein the specific quantitative combination of waveform-coded speech enhance-
ment based on the version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel representation and parametric speech
enhancement based on a reconstructed version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel representation is
determined with an auditory masking model, as constructed by one of an upstream audio encoder that generates
the audio signal or said audio decoder that receives the audio signal, in which the waveform-coded speech en-
hancement based on the version of the speech content in the M/S audio channel representation represents a greatest
relative amount of speech enhancement in a plurality of combinations of waveform-coded speech enhancement
and the parametric speech enhancement that ensures that coding noise in an output speech-enhanced audio
program is not objectionably audible.

5. The method of any of claims 2-4, wherein the metadata for speech enhancement comprises metadata relating to
one or more of the waveform-coded speech enhancement operations in the M/S audio channel representation, or
the parametric speech enhancement operations in the M/S audio channel representation.

6. The method of any of claims 1-5, wherein the metadata for speech enhancement comprises a single set of speech
enhancement metadata relating to the mid-channel of the M/S audio channel representation.

7. An apparatus comprising a processor and configured to perform any one of the methods recited in claims 1-6.

8. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium, comprising software instructions which, when executed by
one or more processors, cause the processors to perform any one of the methods recited in claims 1-6.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren in einem Audiodecodierer, umfassend:

Empfangen eines Audiosignals, das gemischten Audioinhalt in einer Referenzaudiokanalrepräsentation und
Metadaten für Sprachverbesserung eines oder mehrerer Audiokanäle in einer Mitten/Seiten- bzw. M/S-Audio-
kanalrepräsentation umfasst, wobei der gemischte Audioinhalt eine Mischung von Sprachinhalt und Nichtspra-
che-Audioinhalt aufweist;
Umwandeln eines oder mehrerer Abschnitte des gemischten Audioinhalts, der sich über zwei oder mehr Nicht-
M/S-Kanäle einer Vielzahl von Audiokanälen der Referenzaudiokanalrepräsentation verteilt, in einen oder meh-
rere Abschnitte von umgewandeltem gemischtem Audioinhalt in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation, der sich
über einen oder mehrere M/S-Kanäle der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation verteilt, wobei die M/S-Audiokanalre-
präsentation mindestens einen Mittenkanal und einen Seitenkanal umfasst, wobei der Mittenkanal eine gewich-
tete oder nicht gewichtete Summe von zwei Nicht-M/S-Kanälen der Referenzaudiokanalrepräsentation reprä-
sentiert und wobei der Seitenkanal eine gewichtete oder nicht gewichtete Differenz der gleichen zwei Nicht-
M/S-Kanäle der Referenzaudiokanalrepräsentation repräsentiert;
Durchführen einer oder mehrerer Sprachverbesserungsoperationen basierend auf den Metadaten für Sprach-
verbesserung an dem einen oder den mehreren Abschnitten von umgewandeltem gemischtem Audioinhalt in
der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation, um einen oder mehrere Abschnitte von verbessertem Sprachinhalt in der
M/S-Repräsentation zu erzeugen;
Kombinieren des einen oder der mehreren Abschnitte von umgewandeltem gemischtem Audioinhalt in der M/S-
Audiokanalrepräsentation mit dem einen oder den mehreren Abschnitten von verbessertem Sprachinhalt in der
M/S-Repräsentation, um einen oder mehrere Abschnitte von sprachverbessertem gemischtem Audioinhalt in
der M/S-Repräsentation zu erzeugen;
wobei das Verfahren durch eine oder mehrere Berechnungsvorrichtungen durchgeführt wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:
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Extrahieren einer Version des Sprachinhalts in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation, getrennt von dem gemischten
Audioinhalt, aus dem Audiosignal; Durchführen einer oder mehrerer Sprachverbesserungsoperationen basie-
rend auf den Metadaten für Sprachverbesserung an einem oder mehreren Abschnitten der Version des Spra-
chinhalts in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation, um einen oder mehrere zweite Abschnitte von verbessertem
Sprachinhalt in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation zu erzeugen;
Bestimmen von Vermengungsangabedaten für Sprachverbesserung; und
Erzeugen, basierend auf den Vermengungsangabedaten für Sprachverbesserung, einer spezifischen quanti-
tativen Kombination von wellenformcodierter Sprachverbesserung basierend auf der Version des Sprachinhalts
in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation und parametrischer Sprachverbesserung basierend auf einer rekonstru-
ierten Version des Sprachinhalts in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation,
wobei wellenformcodierte Sprachverbesserung basierend auf der Version des Sprachinhalts in der M/S-Audi-
okanalrepräsentation umfasst, die Version des Sprachinhalts in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation dem einen
oder den mehreren Abschnitten von umgewandeltem gemischtem Audioinhalt in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsen-
tation hinzuzufügen, und
wobei parametrische Sprachverbesserung basierend auf einer rekonstruierten Version des Sprachinhalts in
der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation umfasst, die rekonstruierte Version des Sprachinhalts in der M/S-Audioka-
nalrepräsentation dem einen oder den mehreren Abschnitten von umgewandeltem gemischtem Audiokanal in
der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation hinzuzufügen.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Vermengungsangabedaten durch einen eines vorgelagerten Audiocodierers,
der das Audiosignal erzeugt, oder des Audiodecodierers, der das Audiosignal empfängt, basierend mindestens
teilweise auf einem oder mehreren SNR-Werten für den einen oder die mehrere Abschnitte von umgewandeltem
gemischtem Audioinhalt in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation erzeugt werden, wobei der eine oder die mehreren
SNR-Werte eines oder mehrere von Verhältnissen von Leistung von Sprachinhalt und Nichtsprache-Audioinhalt
des einen oder der mehreren Abschnitte von umgewandeltem gemischtem Audioinhalt in der M/S-Audiokanalre-
präsentation oder von Verhältnissen von Leistung von Sprachinhalt und gesamtem Audioinhalt des einen oder der
mehreren Abschnitte eines von umgewandeltem gemischtem Audioinhalt in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation oder
gemischtem Audioinhalt in einer Referenzaudiokanalrepräsentation repräsentieren.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 2-3, wobei die spezifische quantitative Kombination von wellenformcodierter
Sprachverbesserung basierend auf der Version von Sprachinhalt in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation und para-
metrischer Sprachverbesserung basierend auf einer rekonstruierten Version des Sprachinhalts in der M/S-Audio-
kanalrepräsentation mit einem auditiv maskierenden Modell bestimmt wird, wie konstruiert, durch einen eines vor-
gelagerten Audiocodierers, der das Audiosignal erzeugt, oder des Audiocodierers, der das Audiosignal empfängt,
in dem die wellenformcodierte Sprachverbesserung basierend auf der Version des Sprachinhalts in der M/S-Audi-
osignalrepräsentation einen größten relativen Betrag von Sprachverbesserung in einer Vielzahl von Kombinationen
von wellenformcodierter Sprachverbesserung und der parametrischen Sprachverbesserung, die gewährleistet, dass
Codierungsgeräusch in einem ausgegebenen sprachverbesserten Audioprogramm nicht störend hörbar ist, reprä-
sentiert.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 2-4, wobei die Metadaten für Sprachverbesserung Metadaten hinsichtlich
eines oder mehrerer der wellenformcodierten Sprachverbesserungsoperationen in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsenta-
tion oder der parametrischen Sprachverbesserungsoperationen in der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation umfassen.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-5, wobei die Metadaten für Sprachverbesserung eine einzelne Menge von
Sprachverbesserungsmetadaten hinsichtlich des Mittenkanals der M/S-Audiokanalrepräsentation umfassen.

7. Vorrichtung, umfassend einen Prozessor und konfiguriert zum Durchführen eines beliebigen der in den Ansprüchen
1-6 angeführten Verfahren.

8. Nichtflüchtiges computerlesbares Speichermedium, umfassend Softwareanweisungen, die, wenn sie durch einen
oder mehrere Prozessoren ausgeführt werden, bewirken, dass die Prozessoren ein beliebiges der in den Ansprüchen
1-6 angeführten Verfahren durchführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé dans un décodeur audio, comprenant :
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la réception d’un signal audio qui comprend un contenu audio mixte dans une représentation de canaux audio
de référence et de métadonnées d’amélioration de la parole d’un ou de plusieurs canaux audio dans une
représentation de canaux audio central/latéral, M/S, le contenu audio mixte comportant un mélange de contenu
de parole et de contenu audio non de parole ;
la transformation d’une ou de plusieurs parties du contenu audio mixte qui s’étalent sur deux ou plusieurs
canaux non-M/S dans une pluralité de canaux audio de la représentation de canal audio de référence en une
ou plusieurs parties de contenu audio mixte transformé dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S qui s’étalent
sur un ou plusieurs canaux M/S de la représentation de canaux audio M/S, dans lequel la représentation de
canaux audio M/S comprend au moins un canal central et un canal latéral, dans lequel le canal central représente
une somme pondérée ou non-pondérée de deux canaux non-M/S de la représentation de canaux audio de
référence, et dans lequel le canal latéral représente une différence pondérée ou non-pondérée des mêmes
deux canaux non-M/S de la représentation de canaux audio de référence ;
l’exécution d’une ou de plusieurs opérations d’amélioration de la parole, en fonction des métadonnées d’amé-
lioration de la parole, sur les une ou plusieurs parties de contenu audio mixte transformé dans la représentation
de canaux audio M/S pour générer une ou plusieurs parties de contenu de parole amélioré dans la représentation
M/S ;
la combinaison des une ou plusieurs parties de contenu audio mixte transformé dans la représentation de
canaux audio M/S avec les une ou plusieurs parties de contenu de parole amélioré dans la représentation M/S
pour générer une ou plusieurs parties de contenu audio mixte de parole amélioré dans la représentation M/S ;
le procédé étant exécuté par un ou plusieurs dispositifs informatiques.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

l’extraction d’une version du contenu de parole, dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S, séparément du
contenu audio mixte du signal audio;
l’exécution d’une ou de plusieurs opérations d’amélioration de la parole, en fonction des métadonnées d’amé-
lioration de la parole, sur une ou plusieurs parties de la version du contenu de parole dans la représentation
de canaux audio M/S pour générer une ou plusieurs secondes parties de contenu de parole amélioré dans la
représentation de canaux audio M/S ;
la détermination de données d’indication d’assortiment d’amélioration de la parole ; et
la génération, en fonction des données d’indication d’assortiment d’amélioration de la parole, d’une combinaison
quantitative spécifique d’amélioration de la parole codée en forme d’onde basée sur la version du contenu de
parole dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S et d’amélioration de la parole paramétrique basée sur une
version reconstruite du contenu de parole dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S,
dans lequel l’amélioration de la parole codée en forme d’onde basée sur la version du contenu de parole dans
la représentation de canaux audio M/S comprend l’ajout de la version du contenu de parole, dans la représen-
tation de canaux audio M/S, aux une ou plusieurs parties de contenu audio mixte transformé dans la représen-
tation de canaux audio M/S, et
dans lequel l’amélioration de la parole paramétrique basée sur une version reconstruite du contenu de parole
dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S comprend l’ajout de la version reconstruite du contenu de parole
dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S aux une ou plusieurs parties de contenu audio mixte transformé
dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les données d’indication d’assortiment d’amélioration de la parole
sont générées, par l’un d’un codeur audio amont qui génère le signal audio ou dudit décodeur audio qui reçoit le
signal audio, en fonction au moins en partie d’une ou de plusieurs valeurs SNR des une ou plusieurs parties de
contenu audio mixte transformé dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S, dans lequel les une ou plusieurs
valeurs SNR représentent un ou plusieurs de rapports de puissance de contenu de parole et contenu audio non de
parole des une ou plusieurs parties de contenu audio mixte transformé dans la représentation de canaux audio
M/S, ou de rapports de puissance de contenu de parole et de contenu audio total des une ou plusieurs parties de
l’un d’un contenu audio mixte transformé dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S ou d’un contenu audio mixte
dans une représentation de canal audio de référence.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2 et 3, dans lequel la combinaison quantitative spécifique
d’amélioration de la parole codée en forme d’onde basée sur la version du contenu de parole dans la représentation
de canaux audio M/S et d’amélioration de la parole paramétrique basée sur une version reconstruite du contenu
de parole dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S est déterminée avec un modèle de masquage auditif, tel que
construit par l’un d’un codeur audio amont qui génère le signal audio ou dudit décodeur audio qui reçoit le signal
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audio, dans lequel l’amélioration de la parole codée en forme d’onde basée sur la version du contenu de parole
dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S représente la plus grande quantité relative d’amélioration de la parole
dans une pluralité de combinaisons d’amélioration de la parole codée en forme d’onde et d’amélioration de la parole
paramétrique qui garantit qu’un bruit de codage dans un programme audio à rehaussement de parole de sortie
n’est pas exagérément audible.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2 à 4, dans lequel les métadonnées d’amélioration de la parole
comprennent des métadonnées relatives à une ou plusieurs des opérations d’amélioration de la parole codée en
forme d’onde dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S, ou des opérations d’amélioration de la parole paramétrique
dans la représentation de canaux audio M/S.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel les métadonnées d’amélioration de la parole
comprennent un ensemble unique de métadonnées d’amélioration de la parole relatives au canal central de la
représentation de canaux audio M/S.

7. Appareil comprenant un processeur et configuré pour exécuter l’un quelconque des procédés selon les revendica-
tions 1 à 6.

8. Support de mémorisation non-transitoire lisible par ordinateur, comprenant des instructions logicielles qui, à leur
exécution par un ou plusieurs processeurs, amènent les processeurs à exécuter l’un quelconque des procédés
selon les revendications 1 à 6.
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